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Now you can learn blues, rock, Jazz, and boogie woogle 
plano from a master! 
Here areflvesolld hours of Mac (Or. John) Rebennack playing, 
singing, and teaching, imparting his vast knowledge of music 
in a way that will make it valuable to a// musicians. Although it is 
the keyboard player who will benefit most from these tapes, this 
is more than a series of piano lessons-it is an oral documentary 
of American popular music, and will be of wide interest to 
everyone who hears it. 
On these cassettes, Or. John guides the player through the 
styles of great pianists such as Professor Longhair, Huey Smith, 
Fats Domino, Lloyd Glenn, Ray Charles, James Booker, 
Charles Brown, and many others. You'll also learn: 
• Lead and rhythm styles • Right hand Improvisation • 
Walking basses • Turnarounds • Licks • Great solos 
More Importantly, you'll learn the feel of the New 
Orleans and Mississippi Delta style, as well as 
numerous tips such as how to play 
with a drummer, making a band 
swing, song accompaniment, and 
much, much more. 
BONUS 
This package also contains a 
cassette of Dr. John's critically 
acclaimed solo album, Dr. John 
Plays Mac Rebennack! 
0 Enclosed is $69.95. for Dr. John's five one-hour tapes and music booklet plus solo album on cassette I I packaged in deluxe vinyl binder (cassettes without binder $65), plus post. & hand. $4.00 U.S. & Canada. I Europe $11.50 airmail (without bint1er $7 .00), Asia & Australia $15.50 airmail (without binder $9.50). NY I 1 State residents add 7% tax. 0 Enclosed is $1 for full -catalog of guitar, banjo, fiddle, mandolin, and I 
I other cassette-tape lessons on HOMESPUN TAPES. (Sent free with any tape order.) C.O.D. or credit 1 I cards accepted. Write or call (914) 679-7832, weekdays 9-4 p.m. 0 Visa 0 MasterCard I 
I Card number Exp. date I 
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In mid-November, Tipitina's will reopen on its original site at the corner of Napoleon and Tchoupi-
toulas. At present, renovations are 
in progress. 
Tipitina's closed in 1984, a vic-
tim of changing times, the World's 
Fair and, perhaps, too many cooks 
in its management set-up. The name 
Tipitina's is now controlled by the 
Tipitina Social Aid and Pleasure 
Club, whose seven trustees are ori-
ginal Tipitina's founders. In the 
spring of 1985, investors doing 
business as Real New Orleans Inc. 
purchased the real estate that was 
Tjpitina's with plans to renovate, 
reopen and manage the club. After 
negotiations, Real New Orleans Inc. 
was able to license the use of the 
name Tipitina's from the Tipitina 
Social Aid and Pleasure Club. 
While Real New Orleans Inc. will 
manage the business of the club, 
the trustees of TSAPC will handle 
the music. The TSAPC, a non-
profit corporation, exists solely to 
protect the name Tipitina's, with 
any money derived from licensing 
going to "the betterment of live 
music in New Orleans." 
What will change? The bath-
rooms will be bigger, with an atten-
dant on duty in the women's room. 
Every effort is being made to im-
prove the parking situation. There 
are talks going on concerning the 
use of the China Glass lot as well 
as the Rosy's lot. Valet parking is 
being considered. For bike riders, 
there wjll be a lower cover charge 
and a Jew bike rack right out in 
front of the club. There will be two 
police officers on duty for 
Thursday-Saturday shows. There 
will be two huge draw fans on the 
roof which will, in theory, recircu-
late the air every 30 seconds, a 
boon to non-smokers. 
Those responsible for the changes 
in design are all long-time Tipiti-
na's devotees who have many, 
many nights experience with the 
past problems. Architects Nick 
Musso and Seldon "Reb" Haizlip 
have come up with a plan that is 
not ostentatious, but is essential and 
goes a long way toward making the 
club comfortable. Both construction 
head Jim Eckert and construction 
supervisor Joe Bucher have also 
spent many a night at Tip's. As 
such, this is a labor of love for all 
involved. 
Perfect Strangers was one of the groups to perform September 8 at the Showboat Lounge's Outdoor 
Show in Fat City. Rain came but didn't dampen- or electrocute- the crowd or the bands, and it was 
a pleasant change for both. Let's do it again! 
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The renovation of the club will 
add much floor space. There will be 
a balcony, which will be a place for 
private parties and even some priva-
cy, away from the downstairs ac-
tion. There is a bar upstairs and 
down, as well as a bar near the new 
patio, which is directly behind 
where the stage used to be. The 
stage will now face Napoleon in-
stead of Tchoupitoulas. The new 
patio will, in theory, replace the 
neutral ground as the place to get 
outside and away from the action. 
Cleaning up the neighborhood af-
ter each show will be a priority. 
Additional lights are being installed 
in the vicinity of the club to make 
late night revelers feel a bit safer on 
their way back to the their cars. On 
Monday-Wednesday, the shows will 
start at 8, so those of us with real 
jobs can hear music and be home 
by 10:30. Yes, starting on time will 
be a priority. 
What remains the same about 
Tip's? Visually, you will see the 
same posters and junk that were al-
ways there. The logo remains the 
same and the bar top will be there 
as always. So will the photo booth. 
The music, booked again by Sonny 
Schniedau, will be variable, whim-
sical, but essentially: the best of lo-
cal and regional music, mainly of a 
roots-oriented variety, combined 
with the occasional big time act. 
The new, more spacious environs 
will allow bigger crowds, thus big-
ger bookings. 
Real New Orleans Inc. wants the 
style and attitude of the old Tip's to 
continue on with the new. There 
will still be live WWOZ broadcasts 
-Walter Brock of 'OZ is one of 
the TSAPC trustees and a once-a-
week "Live From Tipitina's" show 
is in the works. TSAPC spokesman 
Michael Smith says, "The reopen-
ing of Tipitina's will end the post 
World's Fair depression in the New 
Orleans music scene." 
- Mark Bingham 
FOUR A.M. AT ROSY'S 
And the blackbirds swooped down. 
Two blackbirds joined in 
with their high brass tones 
wailing together . . . 
cello silent 
and bass upright . . . 
the way the tree recalls 
music at sunrise or after rainfall. • 
Crystal shatters; wood revemerates. 
The heart. though encased, 
divides into chambers 
of fear and hope. 
It is that hour in a darkened cove 
when waitresses collect their tips. 
But the horns are just warming up 
and the gut strings getting loose. 
Long fingers reach for octaves. 
Quickened bows multiply 
like the blur of ceiling fans. 
It is this coolness that brings 
the blackbirds down. 
- Maxine Cassin 
I . 
~?tz-vz 
There were lots of good feelings coming from the beautiful stage 
at Audubon Zoo as the Temptations 
and The Four Tops shined con-
tinually throughout a two-hour per-
formance. When the Tops an-
nounced that they would play "a 
medley of eight or nine of our 
songs - all of them classics" no 
one in the audience doubted it. 
When they promptly launched into 
"Bernadette," followed it with 
"Reach Out" and 'Til Be There," 
and followed that with "I Can't 
Help Myself' the crowd went wild, 
swaying, clapping, and singing 
along. 
The Temptations kept the won-
derful tunes coming, doing hits like 
"Get Ready," "I'm Losing You," 
and, of course, "My Girl." An un-
expected highlight of their perform-
ance was a soulfully smooth rendi-
tion of "Old Man River" with the 
Temptations lending their voices to 
a beautiful arrangement of the class-
ic show tune. 
- Nick Marinello 
.... THE TIMES OF ACADIANA IS A WEEKLY OUT OF LAFAYETTE, 
LOUISIANA. Big city as Cajun country goes, Lafayette is full of cosmopo-
litan influences along with the traditional marriage of oil, crawfish and 
second cousins. The Times has good writers like columnist James Edwards. 
His story about New York restaurants claiming to serve Cajun food was fun-
ny and right on target. Called "First You Don't Make A Roux," the article 
went a long way towards exposing the bland reality of most Cajun food out-
side Louisiana. The Times seems to serve the community in a more com-
plete way than our own version of the Times, Gambit. The Times is less 
frivolous than Gambit; they actually panned a restaurant once. Reading 
Gambit's restaurant guide, a visitor would think there were no bad restau-
rants here. The Times doesn't have a multi-million dollar tourist industry 
breathing down its neck, either. You can get The Times free by driving to 
Lafayette or at home by writing to: The Times of Acadiana, 20 I Jefferson 
St., Lafayette, LA 7050 I, $20 a year . 
.... CANAOISC IS A CATALOGUE OF RECORDS by heretofore unknown 
Canadian ar:ists. Inspired by a Bunny Matthews quote from Wavelength, 
"The only thing worse than Australian bands are Canadian bands, an in-
sufferably boorish race of musicians and not a good looking one in the 
bunch." Paul Comeau set out to settle the score with this complete guide to 
obscure Canadians. It comes on a napkin and he pays you to read it. But 
seriously now, I have no idea what any of the music sounds like, but there 
is a lot of it. Write to: Paul Comeau, P.O. Box 142, Saulnierville, Nova 
Scotia CANADA BOW 2ZO. Send him one dollar for the catalogue . 
.... NETWORK IS CONCERT YOU ARE CONDUCTOR ... Ryosuke Cohen 
invites us to be a part of a mail-art network. RC says, "At present art, fac-
ulty of genius is no more necessity. Network is the soul in its extention it-
self and it is not art of completely pro Europe or U.S.A. All parts of the 
world are each cell, in other words, you are a nucleus, too." Which means: 
this is not gallery bound (except for maybe Franklin Furnace); this is in-
ternational art goodwill. We hear from other artists, sending seals and 
stamps. Send your message to: Ryosuke Cohen, 1-6 Hiyoshicho Moriguchi-
City, Osaka 570, Japan. 
- Mark Bingham 
News 
.... THE NEVILLE BROTHERS HAVE BEGUN PRE-PRODUCTION IN 
PACE STUDIO for a new album to be recorded at the Power Station in New 
York City. While the Nevilles are laying down the rhythm tracks (with Rob 
Stenrut enJP.neering), Aaron's son Ivan is playing synthesizer and singing on 
the new Rolling Stones album. Glem Himrnaugh's remote studio will cover 
the awaid-winning cable program "Music City'"s fifth season - which will 
feature Catfish Hotel, John Fred and the Playboys, Astral Project, The New 
Orleans Saxophone Quartet and Lee Dorsey. Also at Pace, the Olympia 
Bras~ Band is recording while ex-Woodenhead Edgar Lipps is mixing the 
material he 'recorded at Composer's Studio . 
• COMPOSERS STUDIO IS ALSO THE WORKING SITE of Patrice Fisher 
and the Sounds of Brazil who are collaborating on a new album. Tom 
Macintosh and Steve Masakowsky with Mars are each working on fusion 
projects while the Dukes of Dixieland are recording the soundtrack to 
WYES's Great Chef Series. Watch for Phil Parnell's album on the Broken 
Records label recorded here last summer . 
• AT SEA·SAINT STUDIO THE TULANE ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT 
sponsored a recording of Tulane fight songs and New Orleans classics by 
the Pat O'Brien pianistes Barbara Bennett and Jackie Pearson. Frankie Ford 
stopped by during the session, so listen for the doo-:wee in the choruses. 
Kim Bertucci, who won the WYES auction, brought King Nino and the 
Slave Girls in to record some blues ballads for a single. Other singles re-
corded at Sea-Saint include the Battiste Bfolbers' "It's On (the Jam is 
On)," Roland and Manwell's "Say You Do You" and Reality Patio's "The 
Factory" which will be used a'l a demo in the quest for a "Star Search" 
television appearance. 
...-ovER IN SLIDELL, THE SOLOMON BURKE, JOHNNY ADAMS 
AND IRMA THOMAS albums are in the mixing stage at STUDIO SOLO. 
Look for their Christmas releases on the Rounder label. "Seize the-Mom-
ent," the theme song to both the National Sports Festival and the LSO Tig-
ers football team, was recorded here. Bill Ray. the man who wrote the cur-
rent hit for Loverboy. "Lovin' Every Minute of It," will be recording for 
EMJ. Morrow Solo has just received a contract with CBS/Scotty Brothers to 
record an album of rock 'n' roll. 
....STUDIO IN THE COUNTRY HAD TO RECOVER from Hurricane Elena be-
fore business could continue. Baton Rouge bands Network and Capri were 
in the studio wJUle the Chris Simpkins ChOar and John Simmons recorded 
spiritual albumS. 
.Finally, at ULTRASONIC STUDIO, Luther Kent is recording his first gospel 
album in time for a Christmas release. 
-St. George Bryaa 
Rick Nelson recently invited Fats Domino to California for a series of 
concerts. The concert at the Universal Amphitheatre in Los Angele$ 
(where our LA. correspondent Bill Bentley assures us Fats "killed the 
crowd") was videotaped and recorded for future release as a video 
and record album. Pictured backstage after the Amphitheatre show 
are (L to R): AI Kooper, recording artist and record company execu-
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Sept. 14, 1985 
Dear Wavelength, 
We must've been crctZy. but No Cul-
ture Club took on the insane ta\k of 
producing Jean Paul Sartrc's difficult 
play NO EXIT in New Orleans. in the 
torpid heat of August. in a new and 
unknown theater. In other words we 
shouldn't have sold more than a handful 
of tickets considering those factors 
against us. 
Much to our surpri-.c. we were SRO 
for 6 pert(mnances and a total of ... ome 
500 people saw the play 1n I 0 pcr-
f(>mlances (60 -.cat theater) . 
I'd never -.cen more than I (X) of the\C 
people bcl(>re so as I 10troduced my-.elt 
to each peri(>mlance ·.., depart10g audi-
ence mcmbcn.. I asl..ed them. Where diu 
you hear ahout us? More than half re-
pliL'<.i- .. Your au 10 Warl'lentrh ... 
Moml of th1s ... tory? There 1.1 a -.oph-
i,ticated audience out there 10 Gumhu-
land that will go out of 1h wa} to huy 
ticl..ets l(>r avant garde pcrl\>nnanl.'e. 
even in August. And that aud1en~:e 
reads Warelt'llgth. 
Reuwn Le\·i Proctor, l>iret:tor 
NO Culture Club 
To the f.'dllor: 
Th~ hal' I. i"ue-. of Wm l'ln1gtfl ar· 
rived 1ntoda\ ·, mall Thanl..-. 
We ha' e ;, reque't to mat..~ The 
Jul\ i"ue arrl\~d th1-. mornnl!! .111d 
th~~e '' mention on .. L1-.1 Pag~ ... a 
rel'ord•ng O) Phil .. Ma-.ter Bb-.ter" · 
Ah 111 fe;llunng the Dirt) Doten 
Could) ou plea-.~.· lctu-. l-.1111'-' \\here 
we l'an order a ~..·ouple lll~..·op1~..·-. of llu-. 
alhum. 
Shirle~ & l>ick Houst.• 
Honorar~ ( 'iti1.ens 
of Ne\\ Orh.•ans 
".Jazz Ruffs from "a~ hat:k 
who kno\\ "hat il means to miss 
Ne" Orleans." 
M1H1rahhin JIM9, \ 'ktoria 
Australia 
Accordint: to 0111 lfl/1/"c n. !'lui 
Af1·in · .1 a/hum 11 11f lll'/11'111 111 I tilt' 
Octohl'r. 
8316 Oak Street 
866-9359 
OCTOBER 
SUNDAYS SNAKE BITE & THE COTTON MOUTHS 
TUESDAYS 1, 15, 19 CONTINENTAL DRIFTERS 
WEDNESDAYS J. MONQUE'D 
THURSDAYS BOURRE 
t-----W~EKENDS------------t 
FRI. 4 EXl)MA 
SAT. 5 FILE CAJUN BAND 
FRI. 11 RADIATORS 
SAT. 12 BEAUSOLEIL 
FRI. 18 RADIATORS 
SAT. 19 ANSON FUNDERBERG & THE ROCKETS 
FRI. 25 JAVA 
SAT. 26 JAVA 
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of Bing Eamest 
Sound as a weapon; porkpacking as the state pastime; 
and a look at Give Today for Tomorrow. 
' '/always like to know everythi~g 
about my new friends, and 
nothing about my old ones."* 
. . . Why do bands insist on playing 
too loud for the room? Loud music 
sounds great, but ... As sound pres-
sure level passes 80 decibels, we be-
gin to hear more highs and lows. At 
110 decibels we're cruising. At 120 
decibels, serious pain begins. At Jim-
my's club, the music always sounds 
better outside. The bands play too 
loud for the. room, or rather, the mix-
ers jack the PA up too loud. It's a 
macho thing to see who can make the 
most atomic-blood packed-steroid in-
jected snare and kick drum sounds, 
with little regard to musical content. 
Exaggerated low end is fine forcer-
tain kinds of reggae and other sparse 
musics, but is death to bands with 
busy rhythm sections. Whatever hap-
pened to clarity, especially consonant 
clarity which allows us to hear the 
words clearly? Volume is fun-
damental for musicians to master, not 
a weapon for mixers to use on listen-
ers. 
"It is only shallow people who do 
not judge by appearances.'' . .. 
Buyer Beware . . . Knight Studios in 
Metairie is a must to avoid. When a 
person or band records, it is custom-
ary to purchase a 2'' master tape from 
the studio, especially if planning to 
record overdubs or mix elsewhere. 
After a session at Knight, produ~er X 
purchased the master from Knight for 
$150, the price of a new reel of 2" 
tape. Later while recording at Sea-
Saint, engineer Reggie Toussaint dis-
covered th.e tape to be full of splices 
and six minutes short of being a full 
reel. To sell a used reel for full price is 
crass enough, to sell a spliced reel 
borders on criminal -you can't rec-
ord over a splice on 2" tape. Producer 
X was spending much money on 
musicians and studio time at Sea-
Saint, money and time which might 
have gone to waste but for Reggie 
Toussaint. Thank you Reggie. 
''The only way to get rid of a 
temptation is to yield to it." ... 
Who's Sorry Now is the name of the 
autobiography of Connie Francis. I'll 
send a dollar to the favorite charity of 
anyone who can prove to have read 
this book from cover to c.over. Don't 
shuck me now, I have it memorized. 
• 'The only excuse for making a use-
less thing is that one admires it in-
tensely.' ' . . . There is much to 
admire in the work of Gary Panter. 
His cartoons, illustrations, narratives 
and books are one of a kind. His work 
is comprehensible to those not in, tune 
with the incomprehensible sensibility 
of "gallery art." He is showing at 
Tilden-Foley Gallery · on Magazine 
*Quotes courtt!SY of Oscar Wilde. 
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Street starting October 26. Also at 
Tilden-Foley, in conjunction with 
-Panter, is an exhibition of photo-
graphs by Patti Perret, from her boQ)<., 
The Faces Of Science Fiction. Should 
a person see Panter's work, Perret's 
portraits, then read the writers Perret 
has photographed, that person would 
know quite a bit about modem mores. 
''I am told that pork-packing is the 
most lucrative profession in America, 
after politics." ... A recent article in 
CityBusiness, called "Overture To A 
Music Industry," told of the aspira-
tions of the New Orleans music biz. 
With a few exceptions, the people 
CityBusiness chose to speak to were, 
to dredge up a chestnut, "part of the 
problem, not part of the solution." If 
the Louisiana Music Commission has 
done one thing for Louisiana music, 
well, we're all waiting to hear about 
it. Is it possible that the LMC exists to 
line the pockets of Governor Ed-
wards' cronies, wasting valuable tax-
payer money on useless offices and 
brag sheets about Woodland Hills, 
California resident Doug Kershaw, 
who just happens to be represented by 
someone on the LMC? 
"The highest, as the lowest, form 
of criticism is a mode of.autohiogra-
phy." . . . I like the Radiators. I have 
no desire to write about them or pick 
them apart. A critic might say, ''Mod-
em dance-trance at its best, surpass-
ing their influences." Or. "The 
Radiators must lose weight, play short 
tunes and wear Nehru jackets on stage 
in order to reach a wider audience.·· 
And so forth. The Radiators sound 
like they sound. You like 'em or not. 
To listen analytically is to not listen. 
The other night, I heard Rick Margit-
za, Mike Pellara, Bill Huntington and 
John Vidacovich play Monk tunes. I 
loved it. I didn't sit there thinking 
"Mr. Margitza's tone and stage man-
ner recall a young Junior Cook, while 
his extrapolations on Monk's angular 
themes were both witty and concise. •• 
While all that may be true, all I was 
doing was grooving on an evening of 
jazz in New Orleans that didn't have a 
"just another gig" feel to it. 
" Philanthropic people lose all 
sense of humanity. Those who find 
ugly meanings in beautiful things are 
corrupt without being charming. The 
ugly and the stupid have the best of it 
in this world. Conscience and cowar-
dice are really the same things. Con-
science is the trade name of the firm. 
That is all." .. . Writing about New 
Orleans music is tough. A friend re-
ferred to it as "The Dead Scene 
Scrolls." Give Today For Tomorrow 
was a recent event worth examining. 
GTFT was part of the trend started-
... well, it's been going on for some 
time, the idea of artists doing benefits 
for all sorts of human needs and in-
. -- - - --- - -- - ----
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Hate "gallery art" ? You'll love Gary Panter, at Tilden Foley October 26 
terests . As such. GTFTwas a political 
event. The goal of GTFT was to raise 
money to feed the hungry and house 
the homeless. as well as raise the con-
sciousness of all of us spoiled rotten 
Americans. The blind leading the 
blind? 
GTFT made poor usc of the media. 
First. the song itself is an unlistenable 
travesty. The bottom line is: the song 
is an ad. a jingle for peace. just like 
We Are The World. But who can sin!! 
GTFT with any sincerity? Forget th~ 
immense talent of the 40-some musi-
cians involved, the song is a still. 
People were offended by the song . 
And the video! Double it'k! The 
mugging and hamming of Doug Ker-
shaw belied the tone of an event de-
signed to raise consciousness . I'm 
getting sick just thinking of Ker- · 
shaw's hideous mug. 
All this reminds me of the tactics of 
Tulane graduate Newt Gingrich. now 
a Georgia congressman . Gingrich is 
the spokesman for the concept of the 
Conservative Opportunity Society or 
COS as it's C(lmmonly known. Ging-
rich blames all our society's ills on the 
Liberal Welfare State. something we 
in New Orleans know more than a 
little about. COS reasoning is drama-
tically different than past brands of 
consero atives. He wants Republicans 
to reacn out to black voters. The COS 
opposes apartheid, doesn ' t support 
the human life amendment or a bigger 
military budget. What the COS wants 
is Majority Status. more Republicans 
than Democrats . To achieve this goal, 
Gingrich takes bizarre positions. sid-
ing with the villain Liberal Welfare 
State. 
Gingrich is the guy who spent much 
time delivering fire-brand speeches to 
an empty House of Representatives 
while the C-SPAN cameras rolled, 
turning him into a star overnight. 
What does this have to do with Gi1·e 
Todav For Tomorrow? 
Gi-ngrich often spouts about 
"linguistic high ground," which is 
the use of snappy slogans, in his case 
designed to create an appealing aura 
for the mere idea of conservatism. 
GTFT needed some of this modem 
media thinking in confronting apathe-
tic individuals. Throwing together a 
few concerts to raise a few bucks is a 
far cry from changing anyone ' s mind. 
GJFT needed to sell the idea that there 
really are hungry and homeless people 
in New Orleans . 
After the initial thrust of the record 
and video. concerts were scheduled 
for Labor Day weekend., Hurricane 
Elena kept the audiences small. Per-
haps the haphazard. unfocused 
advertising also helped to diminish 
the crowd. Perhaps many people 
cared. but felt. because of the aura of 
"same old same old" surrounding 
GTFT. that their participation was not. 
warranted . There arc other ways to 
help society . 
The poor attendance for the Saen-
ger concerts made for a strange video. 
The local NBC affiliate chose to air an 
hour's worth of GTFT the Sunday· a 
wed.. after the shows. allowing 
thousands who missed the show to sec 
it. Pledge numbers were shown on the 
screen. just like Jerry Lewis . The TV 
show was woefully .short on new tal -
ent - there were ncar 40 acls who 
played. why did we only sec the semi-
stars from out of town and the old line 
New Orleans heroes? Did the GTFT 
producers really think people would 
give more if they saw Frankie Ford 
instead of Lenny Zenith? Allen Tous-
saint instead of the Aubry Twins? And 
so forth. Typical safe thinking of the 
sort that takes all the oxygen out of a 
situation real quick. Solomon Burke 
was fhe highlight of the tv show. · 
along with Aaron Neville's version of 
Ama:ing Grace. I've read of people 
who could sing so powerfully so as to 
start fires with their voice . In another 
age. Aaron Neville would have healed 
with his voice . Come to think of it . he 
does heal with his voice. Despite the 
modest gains of GTFT, you have to 
hand it to Aaron Neville for his 
genuine compassion and concern. 
Unlike the ultra-slick Newt Gingrich. 
Aaron Neville is not scheming to take 
over or siding with the enemy to gain 
new recruits. Aaron's voice is a mira-
cle. If the GTFT had put out a record 
of Aaron Neville singing Ama:ing 
Grace, there wquld be many more 
dineros in the GTFT coffers today. 
Lesson number one: you can't sell a 
stiff. 0 
On Tour ••• 
Tina Turner, fresh from her portrayal of the queenly Aunty Entity in Mad Max 
Beyond Tl11mderdome, has been hitting the concert trail all summer and into the 
fall. Talent must have something to do with it, since she's playing arenas 
throughout the western states in October and November. All the while, her 
single, "We Don't Need Another Hero (Thunderdome)" has become a Top 
Five staple. 
In The Studio ••• 
Dio is a t Rumbo Recorders in LA, finish-
ing their latest album, Sacred Heart, with 
their long-time engineer Angelo Arcuri. 
Ronnie James Dio also produced the 
song "Stars" at Rumbo for the heavy 
metal star lineup called Hear 'N Aid, 
which includes suspicious members of 
Quiet Riot, Rough Cutt, Blue Oyster 
Cult, Dokken, Journey, Night Ranger, 
Giuffria, Judas Priest, WASP, Motley 
Crue, Y&:T, Iron Maiden, Twisted Sis-
ter and Queensryche. Recording for the 
project was done at Rumbo, Sound City 
and A&M Studios, all in LA ... In NY at 
Bearsville Studios, former Rainbow lead 
singer Joey Lynn Turner recorded his 
new album for Elektra Records, with 
Roy Thomas Baker producing . . . In 
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
Brooklyn, UTFO are recording at Sound 
Heights with Full Force producing. Paul 
Schaffer of The Dauid Lettenna11 Show has 
also been in, laying down Yamaha DX-7 
tracks for producerTisziji Munoz ... At 
the Boogie Hotel in NY, White Lion is 
recording a single called "Web Of De-
sire" for the film The Mo11ey Pit for Uni-
versal Films, produced by Richard Sand-
ers. Also in were Kut, cutting their new 
EP with producer Jeffrey Kawalek ... 
Huey Lewis was recently at The Plant in 
Sausalito, producing Nick Lowe's new 
single release, " I Knew The Bride." John 
Fogerty was also in, preparing his new 
album project for Warner Brothers ... 
At Evergreen Recording in NY last 
month, the Riddim Twins (a.k.a. Sly 
Dunbar and Robbie Shakespeare) were 
recording with Gwen Guthrie for the 
Taxi Gang. Afrika Bambaataa was also 
in to record with Bill Laswell for Tommy 
Bov Records ... At Soundcastle in LA, 
Denms Lambert is producing a new 
Smokey Robinson project for Motown 
with Dennis McKay engineering ... At 
Sunset Sound Factory, The Bangles are 
recording their new album with pro-
ducer David Kahne. Also in the studio 
are the Del Fuegos, working on their 
new album for Slash Records with pro-
ducer Mitchell Froom. 
Critic's Choice: 
lain Blair Touts Tears For Fears 
The USA appearances by Brit rockers 
Tears For Fears neatly coincided with 
their current chart-topping status here, 
and much of the polished, well-mani-
cured set consisted of material from their 
So11gs From Tl1e Big Chair LP. Led by gui-
tarist/singer Roland Orzabal and bassist/ 
singer Curt Smith, the band also proved 
to be far more visually exciting than the 
controlled, often cold synthesizer tex-
tures might suggest. Both singers bounced 
around the stage and looked surpris-
ingly happy as they poured out their 
hearts on such sad and downtempo 
songs as "I Believe" and "Shout." Or-
zabal's incisive and fiery guitar playing 
also served to roughen up the edges of 
the group's electronically dominated 
sound - which relies heavily on the 
synthesizers of Jan Stanley and a combi-
nation of pre-recorded drum tracks and 
the power playing of drummer Manny 
Elias. Although Tears For Fears' lyrics 
often focused on the downside of life, 
the musical energy usually by-passed 
the melancholy introspection, as evi-
denced by a bright 'n' breezy version of 
their monster hit "Everybody Wants To 















Scarecrow "St. Elmo's Fire 
Jolin Cougar (Man In Motion)" 
Mellencamp Jolin Parr (Riva) (Atlantic) 
Brothers In Anns "Don't Lose 
Dire Straits My Number" 
(Wamers) Pllil Collins (Atlantic) 
The Dream Of 










"Money For Nothing" 
Dire Straits 
(Warner Brothers) 
"Power Of Love" 
Huey Lewis & 
Tile News (Chl)'salis) 
"\'k Don't Need 
Another Hero" 
Tina T•mer (Capitol) 
"Chensh" 
Kool & Tile Gang (De-Lite/Polygram) 
Back To The Future "Freedom" 
Soulllltracll Wllam (MCA) (Columbia) 
Ain't Love Grand "Dress You Up" 
X Madonna 
(Eiektra) (Sire) 
Lovin' Eve!)' "Take On Me" 
Minute Of It A-ha 
Loverboy (Columbia) (warner Brothers) 
Shock "Pop Life" 
Motels Prince 
(Capitol) (wamer Brothers) 
Charts courtesy of The Gavin Report. 
Personal Favorites 
Ron Keel, lead singer in his self-
named band, picks his five favorite 
albums: 1. Back /11 Black, AC/DC; 
2. Wish You Were Here, Pink Floyd; 
3. Vall Hafen , Van Halen; 4. A/ir1e, 
Kiss;S. BatOutOfHe/1, Meatloaf. 
ne~ zQE 
What's Under the Covers? 
Playing cover songs gives a new band a chance 
to know itself and its audience. 
Perhaps one effect MTV and rock videos have had on new bands has been a trend toward a more 
professional attitude. With the screen-
ings of "basement tapes" and the ex-
posure regional bands have had on 
shows such as The Cutting Edge, suc-
cess in the music industry now at least 
seems more attainable. Young musi-
cians set up goals early on in the 
formation of bands and are becoming 
aware that marketing skills go hand-
in-hand with success. The result has 
been a determined endeavor by new 
bands to find "a sound" -an tang-
ible, sellable quality in the music they 
produce. For some, a critical step in 
the progression from new band status 
to that of a mature band with a sound 
were able to develop their sound. 
''The three of us have such dissimilar 
backgrounds - when we do a sound 
check, Bill might play to the beat to 
"Freebird," John will play bass to 
Muddy Waters and I'll do something 
by the Clash," says Johnston, who as 
a songwriter is influenced by the Be-
atles and the Jam. Drummer Mague, 
while a fan of good ol' rock 'n' roll , 
has rounded off his musical tastes by 
taking eight years of classical piano 
and now enjoys "any music but op-
era.'' Malone, who weaves a blues 
flavored bass line into the band's pop 
sound is a second generation New 
Orleans musician - his dad plays in 
the Radiators and his mom is one of 
the Pfister Sisters. 
Perfect Strangers: Tim Radosti, Bob Bigler, Eileen Scott, Hal Mosley, 
Walter Gonzales. 
is the adoption of cover tunes. While 
the goal of most bands is to develop a 
strong repertoire of original songs, a 
key in the process towards that goal is 
the selection. arrangement and per-
formance of other people's music. 
The obvious advantage of playing 
covers is the instant recognition of the 
playlist by the audience, and that 
makes for a more accessible perform-
ance. It's a faster way for a new band 
to gain a following and opens the way 
for a gradual incorporation of the 
band's own material. It 's also a way 
for the musicians who are forming a 
band to get to know each other. 
For Up Front, a three-piece band 
beginning to attract a large younger 
audience, the choosing and playing of 
cover tunes was an essential first step. 
Now that the band, comprised of 
Robert Johnston on guitar, John 
Malone on bass, and Bill Mague on 
drums, has been gigging regularly, 
they have eliminated all but five or six 
of the covers and the bulk of the mate-
rial is now their own. But Johnston 
maintains that by playing covers they 
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"Playin.g cover tunes got us 
together,'' continues Johnston , "it 
gave us a sense of each other and we 
grew closer musically. It also gave us 
the time to work on our stage show." 
In time the band matured. "For the 
first eight months we sounded like the 
Jam, but we don't anymore," says 
Johnston. They also became more 
self-assured of their O\\.'n music. 
"You get confident that you're gonna 
go out there and do well, and if the 
audience doesn 't like it-well maybe 
they're not your market." 
The original songs that Up Front 
now play arc influenced by the 
aggressive pop sounds of their cover 
tunes. "We took the information we 
learned from playing covers and just 
put it to songwriting," says Johnston. 
Mague claims that covers help a 
band figure out what kind of music 
each member I ikcs . ·'And then every-
one can work on original material 
from the same point of view,'' he 
says. 
Up Front's own songs are both pun-
chy and clean, and their performance 
L't. 2 
Up Front: John Malone, Robert Johnston, Bill Mague. 
is fun. "We play to a private school 
crowd," says Johnston. " We'd like 
to attract the audience the Cold did. It 
doesn't make sense to play to ten peo-
ple. We want to reach as many people 
we can doing our own thing." 
NO BAND WANTS to play to an 
empty house, yet not every band's 
goal is national attention - at least 
not initially. 
"We want to be a successful work-
ing band," says Tim Radosti, 
guitarist/keyboardist of Perfect 
Strangers. Radosti talks of plans to 
play high schoo ls, CYO's, and 
fraternities while still eyeing the 
possibility of big success someday. 
"We would like to play all our own 
music,'' said lead singer Eileen 
"Scottee" Scott, and presently Per-
fect Strangers includes three of their 
own songs into the two large sets of 
their performance. The rest of the 
music is comprised of an eclectic 
selection of high-energy covers. 
·'We choose songs that we can sing 
and play well," says Radosti. The 
vocal strength of the band IS a big 
asset and a determming factor in the 
choosing of covers. "We'll hear a 
song on the radio and say 'that sounds 
like you, let'sdo it."' Everyone in the 
band gets a turn at the mic, except for 
drummer Bob Bigler, who is kept 
busy playing the two sets of drums 
that surround him. The singing chores 
are shared with bassist Hal Mosely 
and guitarist Walter Gonzalez, each 
singing one of their own compositions 
as well as lending constant harmon-
ies. 
Scott, an intense performer with a 
versatile voice, points out the covers 
are not top 40 but rather "songs we 
think will go over well." The songs 
range from well-known numbers by 
the Producers and Police, to songs 
recorded by Pat Benatar and Cyndi 
Lauper with additional odd-ball tunes 
like the old Andy Capps anthem "I 
Got Your Number" thrown in. 
Radosti claims the hard work in-
volved in putting together such a wide 
range of covers is now paying off. 
"It's hard to get a show together - at 
first we looked like a band playing a 
song list. Now we have a rhythm to 
the sets and we're beginning to devel-
op our own sound- after a while you 
kinda get tired of playing the song like 
the record so you start adding tastes of 
your own style." 
A BAND'S ABILITY to interpret a 
cover tune into its own language is an 
important step m developing a sound. 
At this point cover tunes stop being 




merely copies of the original and be-
come a creative entity of their own. 
For Private Joy this process has given 
rise to a style they call " power soul. " 
Playing a hybrid of funk, soul and 
rock, Private Joy combines the back-
grounds and tastes of its four members 
into a blend that at ftrst is reminiscent 
of early Talking Heads. The apparent 
thought that the band puts into their 
arrangements and stage show, howev-
er, reveals a clear commitment to 
creating a distinguished style of its 
own. 
Singer/keyboardist Steve Duplantis 
and guitarist Craig Cortello started 
playing rock 'n' roll in high school 
and later formed a band called East 
Cambodia. Over the years Duplantis 
has augmented his musical tastes by 
listening to black artists while Cortel-
lo explored the sounds of new wave. 
The two then teamed up with the 
drummer and bass player of the 
Numbers, Mark Clayton and Rock Lo 
Cicero. Endowed in the manic heri-
tage of punk, this rhythm section adds 
the "power" to the power soul act. 
"We initially stayed on the pop-
side of things , " says Duplantis, 
admitting to catering to the voice of 
their one-time girl vocalist. But since 
her departure in mid-summer Private 
Joy's direction has changed, shaped 
by the band's preference for funk and 
soul tunes. 
This change is one the band seems 
both happy and comfortable with -
plus it may be good marketing strat-
egy. ''The Busboy tunes are real 
crowd pleasers,'' says Cortello. 
" Cover tunes orient people to what 
type of music you're playing - it lets 
them know what to expect." 
"We're not going out with all ori-
ginals 'cause the audience won't re-
late to that," says Duplantis, but he is 
quick to point out that the band has 
nine originals in their set and more are 
on the way . 
Private Joy, which takes its name 
from a tune off Prince's Controversy 
album, has an odd flair for style both 
musically and visually. Their versions 
of older soul tunes are revamped and 
full of energy. A highlight of the set, a 
reworking of "Tears Of A Clown," 
strays both from the original Miracles 
version as well as the popular remake 
by The English Beat. AC/DC's heavy 
metal "Shook Me All Night Long" 
has been turned into a rap song, and 
Duplantis, an experienced drummer, 
wants to venture further into pop-funk 
experiments by bringing a turntable 
on state to scratch out a beat 
The band's look has changed also. 
After debuting in camouflage pants, 
black shirts and black berets, the guys 
have relaxed their look. Duplantis 
now appears on stage in a beach shirt, 
and shorts- a visual juxtaposition to 
the music. The only problem now is 
that winter is coming. ''We need to 
find something warmer to wear when 





Oct. 4 Pfister Sisters "Disaster Party" 
8 p.m. Food, Music, etc. 
Oct. 11, 9 p.m. Two Original one-act plays 
~ 2, 13, 18, "Charles Face-John" 
~ 9, 20 by Charles Kerbs 
"Positively Mr. Sheen"by KenMentel 
Oct. 23 Connie Marsell live at 10 p.m. 
Oct. 27 10 p.m. Lll' Queenie 
Oct. 30 9 p.m. "The Wizard of Orleans" 
thru Nov. 6, 
Nov. 13, 20. 
---IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ___ _ 
642 ~o. ~ampart St. •(504) 581-9705 
Riverboat President 
Thursday, October 10: 
Sunday, October 13: 
(Every Sunday) 
Saturday, October 19: 
Presents 
Johnny Rivers Concert Cruise 
Board at 7 p.m. , starts at 8 p.m. 
Cruise from 9 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
Big Band Brunch 
Featuring: Jubilation 
Board at 11 a.m. , cruise 12 noon to 2 p.m. 
Jubilation Moonlight Cruise 
Board at 7 p.m., cruise from 8 to 11 p.m. 
Tickets available at all ticket master locations and 
the Canal Street dock ticket office. 
For price listings and further information call the concert line: 524-SAIL 
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Ask For Their New Album 
At Your Favorite 
Record Store ! 
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SOOTO RECORDS 
205 E. Kings Hwy. 
Shreveport, LA 71104 
(318) 865-5681 
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Talking AbOi Talking DNDS 
The traditional talking drums were too loud for pop music until the 
appearance of amplifiers and electric guitars. 
It wouldn't seem illogical to believe that the popular music of an African people would become less tradi-
tional with the introduction of electric 
instruments. Yet when speaking of 
juju music, a Nigerian pop style of the 
Yoruba people, amplifiers and electr-
ic guitars actually reversed this se-
quence for a while. 
Anyone who saw Yoruba juju per-
formers Chief Commander Ebenezer 
Obey or King Sunny Ade during their 
tours of the States will be familiar 
with the most important instrument of 
the Yoruba people ... the talking 
drum. This drum is present at all tradi-
tional ceremonies like births, wed-
dings and funerals, not only providing 
layets of rhythms for dancing but also 
communicating traditional folklore 
through its unique ability to talk. 
Those who have heard talking 
drums know that they are loud, and 
herein was the limitation of this most 
traditional of instruments for use in 
pop music. As Lagos and other West 
African cities developed, along with 
them came the desire for a pop music 
to satisfy the eclectic tastes of the city 
dwellers. The most common arrange-
ment came to be the solo singer-guitar 
(or banjo) player, who was usually 
accompanied by a few percussionists. 
The soft volume of this arrangement 
eliminated the talking drum as suit-
able accompaniment because its loud 
volume would have overpowered the 
guitar and the singing. Other percus-
sion instruments like gourds, bottles, 
triangles and tambourines had to be 
used. It wasn't until sometime after 
WWII, when amplifiers and electric 
guitars made their appearance in West 
Africa, that the juju music we know 
today began to take form. With 
amplification, the guitar and the voice 
could balance with the volume of the 
talking drum, allowing the addition of 
one or more of the drums. Juju music 
became a pop form that was hip and 
modern, appealing to the youth with 
its electric guitar, yet at the same time 
more traditional with its use of the 
talking drum and traditional caB-and-
response singing patterns. 
What we heard from Sunny Ade 
and Ebenezer Obey was the result of 
aproximately 40 years of develop-
mentofjuju music, from its beginning 
with one guitar and one microphone to 
the present day layer upon layer of 
flowing rhythms created by talking 
drums, trapset and conga drums, four 
or five electric guitars, pedal steel 
guitar, bass guitar and an occasional 
synthesizer. Ebenezer Obey, in fact, 
is one of the musicians credited with 
pushing juju to its newest ground, be-
ing the first to introduce multiple 
guitars and pedal steel guitar. 
The talking drum, by the way, is a 
true means of communication, speak-
ing to the people in as sophisticated a 
language as a human speaking Eng-
lish, Yoruba or Ibo. The Yoruba lan-
guage is a complex, tonal system, 
meaning that a word's meaning 
changes depending on the way it is 
spoken. The tonal variations of a hu-
man voice can be duplicated by a talk-
ing drum due to a unique construction 
that allows the drummer to tighten or 
loosen the drumhead at will, giving a 
range of sounds from a low thud to a 
high-pitched slap. A skilled drummer 
can truly make the drum talk as I wit-
nessed at the Dream Palace on Mardi 
Gras eve, 1983, when King Sunny 
Ade and his juju band made their first 
New Orleans appearance. During a 
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quiet moment at the soundcheck a 
talking drum suddenly sang out, and 
immediately everyone onstage turned 
to check out someone who had just 
walked through the front door. The 
drummer had drummed that a very 
pretty young woman had just entered 
the bar! 
Juju is not the only popular style in 
Nigeria to make use of talking drums. 
Sakara, fuji and apala styles use the 
drums and traditional rhythms to cre-
ate a foundation for the voices. Most 
often ther are no ele~tric instruments 
used with these styles, although the 
only easily available example of apala 
music, an album by Akanni An-
imashaun called Akanni De Alawiye 
Orin, does contain a keyboard and 
occasional pedal steel guitar . The 
most popular style right now in Lagos 
seems to be fuji music, with a strong 
cult following. The foundation of the 
vocal style of fuji music is the 
Moslemic prayer call, itself very ton-
al, and a perfect blend with talking 
drums and other hand drums. The ac-
knowledged star of fuji in Nigeria is 
Alhaji Chief Ayinde Barrister who 
has almost forty albums out with his 
Supreme Fuji Commanders. On his 
latest album , Destiny, he has changed 
the name of his group to the Super Fuji 
Vibrations and has added trapset 
drums to "make the music more 
danceable to Westerners." The trap 
drums do change the rhythm a bit, but 
with fuji music, it's the vocals that 
you'll either love or hate. 
Rounder Records continues to re-
lease invaluable African recordings 
that contain fascinating music and in-
formative liner notes, and their latest 
offering is Juju Roots, 1930's-1950's. 
In interviews with today ' s juju stars, 
certain names always surface as in-
spirational sources, names such as 
Tunde King, Ayinde Bakare and lre-
wolede Denge. Juju Roots contains 
recordings by these stars and more, 
and gives a good feeling for the pop-
ular music of West African cities prior 
to the emergence of juju. A few of the 
cuts on this album are examples of 
juju-in its infancy, the one guitar-one 
microphone style with talking drum 
and assorted percussion instruments. 
And one off the wall cut (presented to 
show competing forms of music in the 
Thirties), "Ore Mi Kini Se" by the 
Calabar Brass Band is a treasure be-
cause it features a melody which sur-
faced again 35 years later in Jamaica 
on a grounation recording by Count 
Ossie and the Mystic Revelation of 
Rastafari. Grounation music is Afri-
can in its approach, using three drums 
called Nyahbhingi drums (i n 
Jamaica), with call and response sing-
ing as well as verse-chorus singing. In 
the late Fifties/early Sixties in 
Jamaica, Count Ossie and his group 
were a highly influential force in 
Kingston, influencing many musi-
cians who later ended up being stars of 
ska, rock steady and reggae. 0 
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WAVELENGTH DISTRIBUTION POINTS 
METRONOME, NEW YORK PIZZA, TYLER'S, ARCADIAN BOOKS, LE BON TEMPS 
ROULE, NATURE'S WAY, AUDUBON D, F.M, THEO'S MUSHROOM, BOOT, SHANA· 
HAN'S, MAPLE STREET BOOKS, BRUNO'S, FEET FIRST, P.J.'S COFFEE, WHOLE 
FOOD COMPANY, FLAMINGO'S, SMITH'S RECORDS, PONTCHARTRAIN HOTEL, 
RECORD • VIDEO CONNECTION, TULANE UC, COLUMNS, QUE SERA, MARTIN'S 
WINE CELLAR, JIM RUSSELL RECORDS, PETER'S PIZZA, LOYOLA DANNA, COOTER 
BROWN, SIDNEY'S NEWSSTAND, RIVERBEND RESTAURANT, EATS, KINKO'S, MA· 
PLE LEAF, CARROLLTON STATION, JIMMY'S, BAXTER'S, PENNY POST, CAC, CAN· 
AL RECORDS, FAIRMONT HOTEL, HYATT, THE DIPPING STATION, DEVILLE 
BOOKS, WERLEIN'S, RECORD RON'S GOOD AND PLENTY RECORDS, K.B CAMERA 
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ROUND/SOUND WAREHOUSE, MUSIC STOP, CHANCES, MEMORY LANE RECORDS, 
RAY FRANSEN DRUM CENTER, GOLD MINE RECORDS, SOUND WAREHOUSE, REC· 
ORD BAR, NEXUS, Pm THEATRE, LUIGI'S, UNO STUDENT UNION, AUGIE'S DE· 
LAGO, PRIVATEERS, GRAMAPHONE, SOUND SHOP, FRED. ETHEL'S, METRO, 
ORIENT EXPRESS, BORSODI'S, GREEK DEU, CHAPS, CARONNA'S, CROP SHOP, 
SHOWBOAT, MeALLISTER'S, STAN'S HARD ROCK CAFE, BASTILLE'S, BAYOU REC· 
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FUTURO, METRONOME, NEW YORK PIZZA, TYLER'S, ARCADIAN BONCS LE BON 
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IN OCT. ------......1~ 
OCT. 4 - THERON LEWIS TRIO 
OCT. 6 - JAMES BLACK 
OCT. 11 - EARL TURBINTON 
OCT. 12 - BLACK MARKET 
OCT. 18 - WALTER PAYTON 
OCT. 19 - EARL TURBINTON 
OCT. 20 - POETRY READING 
OCT. 25 - JAMES BLACK 
OCT. 26 - WALTER PAYTON 
TIRED OF PEOPLE PLAYINC CAME$ 
WITH YOUR PIZZA? 
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REAL NEW YORK STYLE 
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New York Dolls, 
Fleshtones, Bad Brains, 
Flipper, Glenn Branca, 
MCS, Television, Nice, 
Dictators, Christian 
Death, Johnny Thunders, 
? and the Mysterians, 
Prince Far I, Suicide, 
Raincoats, Many More! 
Punk, Hardcore, New Wave, Reggae, 
Heavy Metal, Rock 'n' Roll, Avant Garde. 
Amazing studio productions or engineer-recorded 
live concert performances ... AND NOT 
AVAILABLE ON VINYL! You'll find these ONLY on 
ROIR (say ''roar'') CASSETTES. Beautifully 
packaged, full-color graphics, band photos, 
extensive liner notes ... and recorded on premium-
quality BASF LHD tape. Be amazed by our FREE 
illustrated mail-order catalog. Send for it today: 
• • • \ I 
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ROIR, 611 Broadway, Suite 725, 
New York NY 10012 
(212) 477-0563. 
u.~p 
Deese Days, Buy Alnericanl 
In the month set aside for awareness of jazz, we take a look at the 
latest in fine American rock 'n' roll. 
Welcome to jazz awareness month . As you know, jazz is a formidable part of our city's heritage. From Louis 
Armstrong, Louis Jordan, and Louis 
Prima to Louie and Red 's Body & 
Paint Shop, New Orleans has always 
been synonymous with jazz-and for 
good reason. From a historical view-
point, the Crescent City has been a bit 
improvised in her development. The 
sociologist would be quick to point 
out that the New Orlean ian is typically 
syncopated in hi s or her body 
rhythms. Finally, the city's poi tics are 
characterized by contrapuntal ensem-
ble playing . 
One sure thing about jazz is that 
there are times when you are just not 
in the mood to hear any. So, whenever 
you feel like duking it out with dixie-
land, creating a fuss over fusion, or 
decoding the jazz messengers, derail-
ing 'Trane - whatever, put down 
your cup of herbal tea and try the latest 
in fine American rock ' n' roll. 
Alex Chilton, the cult figure cur-
rently residing in New Orleans, has 
release his first record in seven years. 
Recorded in Memphis, F eudalist Tar-
ts (Big Time Records) is an im-
mediately likeable collection of 
sixties-styled pop sun in glum matter-
of-fact vocals. The ex-Box Top (au-
thor of' 'The Letter'') and former Big 
Star leader has been a major influence 
on the Athens/North Carolina pop 
scene. R.E.M., the dB's , the Re-
placements and Let's Active are con-
s tantly dropping his name . His 
following in England propelled This 
Mortal Coil, a British supergroup, to 
record two of his compositions in-
cluding the dreamy "Kanga Roo." 
Chilton likes to mix blues and sixties 
pop with light guitar flashes and un-
forgettable hooks. On Feudalist Tarts 
he adds some Memphis soul for 
seasoning. There are three covers 
(best of which is Slim Harpo's "Tee 
Ni Nee Ni Noo - Tip On In") and 
three originals. In "Lost My Job," 
which Chilton performed while open-
ing for Jonathan Richman, he sings 
"Lost My Job - woe is me I Think 
I'll stay home tomorrow and watch a 
little T.V." Financial success has 
never been easy for Alex Chilton (he 
says Feudalist Tarts is a "serf" rec-
ord), but with his growing reputation 
among music lovers , Chilton should 
soon find himself with less time for 
television. 
Saturday mornings would be a 
great time for a "Jonathan Richman 
and the Modern Lovers'' T.V. show . 
Kiddies would love the martian-
martians, abominable snowmen, part-
ies in the woods, and dodge veg-a-
matics. On Rockin' and Romance 
(Twinffone), Richman offers thirteen 
more stories -each with a little touch 
of that old a capella " doo-wop" 
sound. How far has Jojo come from 
Pablo Picasso? Sit your child in front 
of "Vincent Van Gogh," the fifth cut 
on the new album: "Have you heard 
about the painter Vincent Van Gogh, 
he loved color and he let it show I Now 
in a museum what have we here, the 
baddest painter since Jan Van der 
Mer. " Tuck your child into bed with 
the next cut, "Walter Johnson," in 
which Richman praises the great base-
ball pitcher who loved the game so 
much he would ease up on the oppos-
ing players, explaining to his team-
mates, " Boys, this game isn't any fun 
if you don't get a hit every once and a 
while." 
For Richman, who still hasn't had a 
hit record after ten years in the busi-
ness, rock ' n' roll is as much fun as 
ever. Although Rockin' and Romance 
does contain its share of weak tracks, 
it is still a pleasant bit of silliness. 
Another "neato" record is the 
Cucumbers' Who Betrays Me .. . and 
Other Happier Songs (Fake Doom). 
Deena Shoshkes sings breezy, bright 
pop songs that recall the white funk of 
Talking Heads' first album. 
Let's Talk Hardcore 
Now, as the Silver Surfer used to 
say, let's talk hardcore. For those of 
you who took an immediate disliking 
to hardcore music. there is a reason to 
give it another chance. Many of the 
bands that belched out obscenities in 
I 
414 time at great volumes have moved 
away from the strict confines of that 
sound and towards elements of coun-
try, funk and jazz. Consequently, 
some have developed into the best 
bands in America. 
The Minuteman's Double Nickles 
on the Dime (SST) was the best album 
of 1984. A musical hybrid of jazz, 
country-funk and hardcore was mixed 
with equal doses of humor and philo-
sophical ambiguities in the most ex-
citing collection of tunes I have heard 
in a long time. The band's follow-up 
EP, Project: Mersh (SST) contains 
longer and jazzier cuts highlighted by 
"The Cheerleaders" - a scathing 
attack on Reagan's Central American 
policies. "Tour Spiel," Mike Watt's 
epic-lengthened project comes across 
as filler, though. 
The Meat Puppets' Up On the Sun 
(SST) is a remarkable shift from the 
earlier weird, death-obsessed efforts. 
Their new album is a catchy blending 
of the Austin instrumentation and 
white funk. Songs like "Swimming 
Ground" and "Animal Kingdom" 
are convincing me that this is the best 
album of the year. In contention is the 
new Effigies' album Fly on a Wire 
(Enigma). By replacing guitarist Earl 
Letiecq with future guitar hero Robert 
O'Connor, this vicious Chicago band 
has developed an authoritative metall-
ic assault. "Blue Funk" is the im-
mediately likeable cut, but ''The 
Eights" has a wild, biting edge. 
The Big Boys have released an 
eponymous album on the Enigma 
label. Aggressive funky frat tunes yell 
out "Dance, life is just a Party." 
Watch out for the scratch mixes. 
Naked Raygun (pronounced 
"Reagan") has released the best 
thrash record so far this year. Throq 
Throb (Homestead) contains the 
vigorous "Surf Combat" in which 
·California becomes a battlefield and 
Muscle Beach becomes "Pork Chop 
Hill." Any band that records a song 
called "Abba God and Me" must 
have a great sense of humor. Wash-
ington, D.C.'s Meatmen have re-
leased an album, War of the Super-
bikes (Homestead), that the Parents 
Music Resource Center may have a 
field day with. Just check out 
"Cadaver Class"- but not on a full 
stomach. 
Washington, D.C. is also the home 
of "Go-Go" soul, an older cousin of 
New York's rap culture. Go Go 
Crankin' (TTED!lsland) is a collec-
tion of the best happy-feet workouts 
performed characteristically live, 
with heavy percussion, boss rhythms 
and killer horns. Trouble Funk's 
"Say What" parties on its own while 
the Godfather of the Good Groove,'' 
Chuck Brown, calls out "We Need 
Some Money" and gets the audience 
responding. 
Finally, the Red Hot Chili Peppers 
have released a new album, Freaky 
Styley (EMI), produced by the funk 
wizard George Clinton. On the new 
album, the Peppers remade the Met-
ers' classic number "Africa. " They 
changed the name of the brotherland 
to "Hollywood." Although the num-
ber starts off with promise, it meand-
ers out of the groove. I'll stick with 
the Meters and Neville Brothers. 0 
"'~ hKPs ROlii.tA 
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Saturday, Oct. 26, 8 pm 
Dixon Hall, Tulane 
Tickets Available at Ticket Master 
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At the very moment I am writing this, your favorite column in this 
entire magazine, Hurricane Elena is in 
the process of restructuring the geogra-
phy of our Gulf Coast. As a result, this 
dedicated scribe/record collector 
could think of no more appropriate 
subject that this first solo effort by 
Mac Rebennack a.k.a. Dr. John. 
An instrumental, very much in-
fluenced by Guitar Slim and Bo Di-
ddley I would venture, this appeared 
on Cosimo Matassa's Rex label in 
I 
reVIe\\E$i &d_. 
On the Hard 
Louis Jordan and 
His Tympani Five 
Jivin' With Jordan 
Charly CDX7 
If you thought the old MCA com-pilation The Best of Louis Jordan 
had all the essential material by this 
pioneer of R&B, this new double LP 
set will come as good news. Jivin' 
With Jordan is a perfect companion to 
the earlier collection. Of the 28 sides 
only five duplicate the Best Of album 
and in terms of annotation it is by far 
the superior package. Jivin ' presents a 
selection of Jordan's material re-
corded for Decca, beginning with two 
cuts from his first session in 1939 to 
his last session in 1951, in chronolo-
gical order. Ironically Jordan began 
recording with small combos while 
bigger bands were still in vogue, and 
ended his Decca sessions at the dawn 
of the rock 'n' roll era with a big band 
sound . 
Nearly all the songs on side two and 
three of Jivin' With Jordan were hits 
on the pop or race charts. On these 
sides the set lives up to its title, pre-
senting Jordan primarily in the jump 
mood that inspired a young Bill Haley 
several years later. A notable excep-
tion is "Reconversion Blues" where 
Jordan is in fine blues voice as he 
proclaims "I'm gonna buy a brand 
new radio that don't get the latest 
news.'' Blues or jump, Jordan 't mus-
ic was about good times. Even in the 
Eighties, one listen to "That Chick's 
Too Young To Fry" and it's easy to 
picture the band leader smiling and 
winking through the undisguised in-
nuendos. The joy in all the songs here 
is irrepressable. Jivin' With Jordan 
1959. Appropriately, the song builds 
very much like a storm and is punctu· 
ated by two biting sax solos, probably 
supplied by Lee Allen or Red Tyler. 
The record did quite well around New 
Orleans upon release, insuring plenty 
of work for the then-teenage Reben-
nack. Don't be dismayed if you don't 
_possess the original as you can still 
hear the song via the LP Ace Story -
Volume One (Ace II). 
---
along with the previous greatest hits 
package is essential R&B and a great 
way to "let the good times roll." 
-Macon Fry 
Fleshtones 
Speed Connection II 
IRS 
Recorded at the famous Gibus Club in Paris, France, Speed 
Connection II captures America's 
greatest live act at their best. All that 
is missing is having Peter Zaremba 
kicking the microphone stand on you. 
R.E.M . 's Peter Buck crashes in for 
two cuts. Get drunk, play loudly and 
learn the words. 
- St. George Bryan 
The Roches 
Another World 
Warner Bros. 25321 
0 n Another World, the Roches in-corporate the talents of eleven 
studio musicians and three producers. 
The result is a very polished, com-
mercially accessible package that sel-
dom sounds like the Hammond sisters 
we have come to know and love. 
Thankfully, the musicians and pro-
ducers did not smother their sense of 
humor. "Face Down at Folk City" is 
about that drinking experience no one 
wants to remember: "You spend the 
next seven hours expressing your soul 
I Then you go into the girls room and 
you give it to the bowl.'' 
"Missing" and "Love to See 
You" are the lowpoints of this effort. 
In both songs, the Roches allow a man 
named Steve Lowe to throw in a little 
guitar solo that would embarrass 
R.E.O. ~veedwagon. If you like the 
idea of the Roches singing against aT. 
Rex riff ("The Angry Boy Man") or 
the girls covering that old Fleetwoods 
hit "Come Softly To Me," you will 
also probably find enough in Another 
World to satisfy you. 
- St. George Bryan 
Kenny Rankin 
at the Blue Room 
August 14, 1985 
Kenny Rankin came out alone -no band-just a classical guitar. 
After some Hurricane Danny jokes, 
he played and sang for close to an 
hour. His voice is an exquisite instru-
ment. His timbres, falsetto, and dyna-
mics put him in a class by himself, 
reminding the listener or a madrigal 
singer. His near-perfect intonation is a 
rarity in today's climate of casual rela-
tionships to pitch. 
Unlike many solo performers, 
Rankin keeps solid time. His guitar 
work is sophisticated, yet he seems to 
play only what's needed, never going 
for flash. 
Rankin seems to have gotten better 
with age. Sounding something like 
the Rev. Claude Jeter, Rankin makes 
gospel out of material that might be-
come hackneyed lounge filler in lesser 
hands . The late James Booker had a 
similar talent. Rankin wells up great 
emotion, especially notable in the 
somewhat formal confines of the Blue 
Room. Turning the Blue Room into a 
coffee house can't be easy, but Rank-
m managed to hush the house with 
what is often called soul, without a 
hint of the Aunt Jcmimaisms often 
found in singers who imitate the man-
nerisms instead of the feeling of the 
blues. 
Rankin 's self deprecating stage 
manner was amusing, as were his 
faces - many worthy of Peter Sell-
ers. One of his last numbers was a new 
Jimmy Webb tunc called "They 
Don' t Make Em Like You Any-
more." He could have been singing 
about himself. 
- Mark Bingham 
Various 
Louisiana Cajun Special 
No.1 
Ace Records (England) 
This is Ace's first dig into the rich treasure trove of Cajun music 
that originated on Ville Platte, Lou-
isiana's Swallow label. Cajun Spe-
cial is an accurate term as the 
16-song package presents only "spe-
cials" - the term used for the fast 
paced two-steps which generally fill 
the floor at the fais-do-dos. 
Compiled by Ace's Ted Carroll 
and annotated by John Broven 
(author of South to Louisiana), this 
is a magnificent collection of mod-
ern Cajun sound. The music, which 
is typical of South Louisiana during 
the Sixties, is basically that of fiddle 
and accordion - influenced by 
blues, hillbilly and country music. 
The performances are either quick 
paced instrumental workouts or 
wistful nasal vocals. 
Nathan Abshire's classic "Pine 
Grove Blues" is here, as are two 
other important items by Belton 
Richard, "Oh Lucille" and the 
"Cajun Stripper.• Adam Herbert's 
French vocal on "I'm So Lonely" is 
probably the bluest item with some 
truly heartfelt vocals. Austin Pitre is 
represented by two of his bestsellers, 
"Mamou Blues" and the rhythmic 
"Don't Shake My Tree:• Other great 
tracks include the Balfa Brothers' 
"Lacassine Special;' Nolan Cor-
mier's "Hee Haw Breakdown" and 
the classic "Backdoor" by the Loui-
siana Aces. 
This is a great item whether 
you've got a good run of Cajun LPs 
or are looking for an introduction. 
More soon, please. 
Various 
The lin Story 
-Almost Slim 
Ace 144 (England) 
As most of you should know by now, the Jin label was, and still 
is, responsible for some of the great-
est "swamp pop" music ever to be 
laid down on wax. This is the first 
serious reissue from the impressive 
catalog of Floyd Soileau's Ville 
Platte, Louisiana lal)el, so hits dom-
inate the 16-song package, but with 
a few obscurities thrown in to boot. 
Remember this is primarily geared 
at the European market, so if you've 
got a fair run of those Jin collections 
(Rock in' Date With South Louisi-
ana Stars, South Louisiana Juke 
Box Hits, etc.) you may find this one 
a tad redundant. But for those of 
you who don't, I can imagine no 
better introduction to the warm 
R&B and rock 'n' roll sound from 
the bayous. 
"Breakin' Up Is Hard To Do;• 
from 1959, is probably the biggest 
co.nmercial hit found here, but so 
too is Jin's biggest underground 
record Rufus Jagneaux's "Ope-
lousas Sostain;• amazingly from 
1973. "Je Suis Bet Pour T'Aime" 
will also sound very familiar, as it is 
Joe Barry's French version of the 
Domino sound-alike "I'm A Fool 
To Care:• Phil Bo's "She Wears My 
Ring" is a real raver, employing one 
of the hottest horn lines heard on 
wax (recorded at Cosimo's). There's 
a couple of interesting covers found 
here as well, Clint West & the Boogie 
Kings' brassy "Boogie Children;• 
and Margo White's "Please Don't 
Mess With My Man:• Other tracks 
worthy of mention are Billy Lewis & 
the Rockin' Hearts' "Growing Old;' 
Red Smiley & the Velvetones "Take 
A Ride" and Jay Randall's "I've 
Had It;' to name but a few. 
Great liner notes by the British 
bayou wizard John "Bon Ton" 
Broven and an eye-catching cover 
make this a worthy addition to ~my 
collection of the sounds of South 
Louisiana, cher. 
-Almost Slim 
THE PROBLEM WITH MOST 
RESTAURANTS IS ... 
THE WAIT! 
\ 
FOR FAST, PERSONAL SERVICE 
YOU DESERVE! 
NOW SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER 
3001 MAGAZINE ST. 891·0997 
PEAVEY SOUND REINFORCEMENT 
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OUTPUT: 
Peavey is the world's largest and most popular line of high performance 
sound systems. Peavey microphones, power amps, mixers and 
speaker systems are used and endorsed by thousands of leading 
performers who depend upon the finest quality sound available. 
If sound is your business (or pleasure), you owe it to yourself to check 
out Peavey. Visit us today for a complete rundown on professional 
sound reinforcement by Peavey. 
We Have Sound Systems for All Purposes and Budgets! 
• SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS • TERMS 
, WE HANDLE OUR OWN ACCOUNTS 
IN GREATER NEW ORLEANS: 
e605 Canal Street, Downtown •..... 524-7511 
•Lakeside, Metairie, LA ..... . .. . 831-2621 
• Oakwood, Gretna, LA. . . . . . 362-3131 
ePiaza, Lake Forest. East N.O.. . . 246-6830 
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•Baton Rouge, LA, 7744 Fla Blvd .... 926-6800 
• Biloxi, MS, 3212 W. Beach . . . . . . . . 388-4070 
•Jackson, MS, 517 E. Capitol ........ 353-3517 
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In the cradle of jazz, October is the month set aside_ to celebrate this 
most American of musics. Throughout the city, at the music clubs 
and outside in Jackson and Lafayette squares, New Orleans is 
.invited to become aware of the great musicians and variety of jazz 
available to them all year 'round. 
Since 1980, the worthies of the Louisiana Jazz Federation have proclaimed October to be Jazz Awareness Month. A month's worth of special concerts and programs are planned each year in 
an attempt to bring jazz more prominently into the 
consciousness of the city as a whole. Patrice Fisher 
was in on the conception and inception of the proj-
ect. · 
"It was organized originally because we had very 
little funding," Fisher explained·. "We were trying 
to do a project that would incorporate a lot of the 
community, and have them initiate the projects and 
do some kind of special events that would highlight 
the sponsors as part of the jazz community.'' 
Each individual event still involves a community 
co-sponsor who is in on the planning of that project, 
although there is much more grant money now, 
which affords the Federation a bit more flexibility 
and autonomy. 
October was picked for the annual affair because it 
is far enough away from the Jazz and Heritage Fes-
tival to avoid interference or duplication of effort, 
and because it is naturally a time of renewed activity 
in New Orleans after the summer doldrums. 
"We had also noticed," Fisher said, "that every 
year during the Jazz Festival, a lot of musicians have 
extra gigs. They all do something special. We just 
wanted to have. that same kind offeeling in the fall. It 
gets bigger and better every year, and a lot of the 
community is involved in doing it, but it's a whole 
lot more work than I ever thought it would be." 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
...... The Jazz Awareness Month Kick-Off Party 
featuring The David Torkanowsky Quartet will be 
held Saturday, October 5 from 7-10 p.m. at Nexus, 
6200 Elysian Fields. 
...... Jazz guitarist John Scofield, who has just com-
pleted a European tour with trumpet great Miles 
Davis, will perform with his band at the Contempo-
rary Arts Center, 900 Camp Street, Thursday, Octo-
ber 24 at 9 p.m. This quartet will feature Scofield's 
new drummer, Ricky Sebastian, formerly of New 
Orleans. 
...... A big band concert at Jackson Square on Sun-
day, October 6 with James Moore's Urbanites, Tony 
Klatka's Warsaw, and the Loyola University Jazz 
Band. 
...... A "Reed Night" at Tyler's on Tuesday, Octo-
ber 29 featuring Red Tyler and James Rivers, with 
the Alvin Batiste Quartet opening. 
...... A ''Piano Night'' at Snug Harbor on Saturday,. 
October 12 including quartets led by Larry Seiberth 
and Mike Pellera. 
...... A "Latin Night" at Storyville on Sunday, 
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October 20 with Edu and the Sounds of Brazil, a 
Honduran band called Bandido led by Paky Saaved-
ra, and the first appearance in the United States of a 
Guatemalan jazz band called Ensamble Acoustico . 
...... A fusion concert at Lafayette Square on Fri-
day, October 11 including Woodenhead, The New 
Orleans Stick Band, and Kidd Jordan's Elektric 
Band. Letters have been sent to band directors and 
principals of schools in fifteen parishes suggesting 
class trips to this one, in an effort to interest students 
in jazz through the rock elements of these bands . 
...... A night of singers at Snug Harbor on Saturday, 
October 19 with Lady BJ, Johnny Adams and Ger-
maine Bazzle. Backing the songsters will be the Ellis 
Marsalis Quartet . 
There may well be additions and/or changes to this 
schedule as the dates roll around, so keep your eyes 
open . 
The Jazz Federation would also like you to know 
that anyone interested in volunteering to help out 









With another Jazz Awareness Month upon us, we thought it might be interesting 
to let some of the people most directly affected by the proceedings express 
whatever ideas they might have for this or future Octobers. Here are the results 
of our brief and decidedly unscientific survey of some members of the New 
Orleans music community. 
JOHNNY VIDACOVICH, drummer: Let's have ja11 
every night. How about u~ing the outdoor stage at 
Audubon Pari-? That's a nice "cene. And it would he 
good to have it recorded. edited and played. or it 
could be broadcast live. That would be hip. A live 
broadca~t every night. Give all the local guys a 
chance to play. Have a party. A month-long jazz 
party picnic. Jaa underthc stars with the local stars. 
VICTOR GOINES, tmor and soprano .wl.\: Not 
necessarily in terms of Jau Awareness Month. but 
in terms ofjau: awareness. I'd like to sec musicians 
begin to study jau more seriously instead of just 
playing gigs. I feel like there's a need for players to 
study the music instead of just playing the same 
tunes from the Miles Davis era over and over. 
PLACIDE ADAMS, hms player and leader l?l The 
Original Di.1ielmul Hall }a:: Band. (1/1(/ the Oml'(lrd 
Brass Band: I'd like to sec more musicians partici-
pating. and have the people running the thing get the 
word out to more musicians. These things come up. 
and a lot of musicians don't even know about it half 
the time . They don't even know who to contact. 
Since it's Awareness Month. let's make the musi-
cians aware of what's happening. 
JIMMY ROBINSON, guitarist and leader l?l Wood-
enheml: There's a good question. I would like to see 
people come out and listen to the music. and really 
support it. That's the one t~ing that seems to be 
lacking all the time. Let's promote the music of 
people who really want to do something different but 
have no outlet. Scott Goudeau recorded a great tape, 
but he hardly gets a chance to play that stuff with a 
band live. I'd like the audience to become a little 
more aware of the fact that there's a lot of music out 
there besides what they ' re used to hearing. 
JEFF BOUDREAUX, drummer: Whatever is going 
to be happening during Jazz Awareness Month needs 
to be advertised more. It seems like the people who 
know about jazz already are going to find out about 
Jazz A ware ness Month anyway. To reach the broad-
er audience. the audience that is not aware of jazz but 
should be, there needs to be some creative kind of 
advertising in different places than has been done in 
the past. 
KIDD JORDAN, sax player and teacher at SUNO: 
I'd like to see more improvised music be played. 
Around here people tend to be so eonservati ve that 
cats trying to do some improvised music have trou-
ble playing. 
ELLIS MARSALIS, pianist and teacher at NOCCA: 
If I had a dream list, what I would say is to have a 
venue in which three or four pianists come down to 
New Orleans and held concert/workshops. Like 
Hank Jones, Tommy Flanagan, people like that. 
These guys could be brought in to do these work-
shops, and then we could hook up within a hundred 
and fifty mile radius, say Southeastern, Southern, 
LSU. and USL, so that the people there would know 
that these things were going on. And maybe even as 
far away as Houston. 
EARL TURBINTON, saxophonist: I'd like to see 
some music go to places where people are who can't 
get out to it on their own. Maybe some concerts for 
senior citizens, or children in the hospital, or some of 
the prisons. 
KALAMU Y A SALAAM, promoter and radio pro-
ducer: For every radio station in New Orleans to play 
jazz. and that there be at least one day a week set 
aside on the television stations to feature jazz. 
VINCENT FUMAR, music writer, The Times-
Picavune/The States Item: I would like to see two or 
more jam sessions that would feature traditional and 
modern artists playing together. I would also like to 
see them promoted heavily. I would like to see a 
couple of special programs that would pay tribute to 
Jelly Roll Morton and Sidney Bechet, who have 
been overlooked, l think. I'd like to see jazz brought 
into the schools, and it wouldn't be such a bad idea to 
have earlier starting times in clubs. 
PAUL McGINLEY, alto sax and teacher at Loyola: 
I'd like to see people actually become aware of the 
great live music that can be heard in New Orleans, 
and of some of the players just outside of all the guys 
you can hear on a regular basis. We have great jazz 
musicians and there are places to hear people, but we 
need to get more people in the clubs, as usual, 
because that means that we jazz musicians might get 
to play more, because the club owner might actually 
make a few dollars, and then that makes him want to 
do it again. I'd like to see Jazz Awareness Month 
work, so people become aware of who's out there, 
and how much fun it can be to listen. 0 
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Spindletop Records 
"The Real Music of New Orleans" 
Bassist/band leader/composer Ramsey McLean was born in New York and raised in New Orleans. In the early Seventies he studied at the Creative Music School in New York State. 
For the last ten years McLean has been active in New · 
Orleans in a wide variety of bands. In the late 
Seventies and early Eighties, Ramsey's group, The 
Lifers, was one of a very few high profile avant-
garde groups in New Orleans. When asked about his 
influences. he says, ·'The main influences on me are 
the people around me, twt the people of my youth 
that I wanted to be like in the abstract. If you're 
associating with quality people. that's going to have 
more of WI impact, ·cause those people are tang-
ible.·· 
McLean's current projects include The Survivors, 
an R&B-tinged group which features Charles Nevil-
le, The Refugees. a high-energy double trio (two 
basses, two guitars and two drummers), and Sneak 
Attack, which consists of piano (McLean), tuba 
(Kirk Joseph) and baritone sax (Roger Lewis). 
I caught up with McLean recently for some Jazz 
Awareness Momh musings about music, jazz, and 
creativity in general. We started out discussing Last 
momh' s Wavelength article about Branford Marsa-
lis. in which Marsalis discussed his experiences 
playing rock music with Sting. 
RM: One of the things that Branford was saying 
that I really agree with is that rock really needs a jazz 
sensibility. I'm not trying to say that jazz really 
needs a rock sensibility. but I think it wouldn't hurt 
jazz to expand its sensibilities one more time, be-
cause it's always done that. That's the way it's 
perpetuated itself: It's been able to expand, and that 
doesn't mean just drawing on source material. It 
doesn't mean teaching a history lesson every time 
you're performing. Some nights you may feel the 
need to do that. and that's great, but as an overall 
direction. I wouldn't choose that. I don't really feel· 
like listening to the history of jazz every time I go 
out, and I don't feel like teaching it every time I play. 
If you're trying to fit your own statement into it, that 
doesn't really have an historical context at this point. 
You have to make the statement before it can be 
history. 
]K: It seems as if many young players, and maybe 
it's onlv the ones I'm exposed to in New Orleans, are 
pretty conservative these days. 
I think that's the whole mood of the country, the 
whole mood of everything right now. But that had to 
come from somewhere, and that'll lead somewhere. 
That's not an end in itself. 
Along those Lines./' m reminded of something that 
Miles Davis has been quoted as saying fairly often 
recellfly, to the effect that he doesn 't go out to clubs 
rery much these days because jazz now is mostly 
people playing the same riffs that have been going on 
for the last twenty-five years or so. But do you think 
that what he's doing now is such a differem answer, 
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such a different direction? 
Not at this point, but at the same time, it's pretty 
ridiculous to s.tart leveling criticisms at somebody 
who's responsible in a large part for thirty years of 
really good music that everybody's had a chance to 
derive stuff from. 
I wasn't really Looking to criticize him or make a 
judgment about his saying that. /' m just trying to get 
at your ideas about the school of music that he's 
playing now. Is that a new direction? 
It was in the Seventies, though that's fifteen years 
ago. When he came out with Bitches Brew and some 
of that early stuff, yeah. Now I think it's pretty 
accepted by audiences and musicians. But you get 
into playing jazz because, to me, it is, if not the 
most, at least one of the most challenging forms of 
music. All these value judgments about what's the 
best, I mean, cut it out. I really don't think any-
body's in a position to make those statements be-
cause they can't back it up. It's just a matter of taste. 
Sometimes I think that musicians may have the 
Least realistic view of music. 
How do you mean? 
Isn't the idea of music to play music well? And for 
the people who go to hear a particular kind of music, 
Let's say people who really like the post-bop music 
that was done in the Sixties and they want to go hear 
Wayne Shorter play that with his acoustic band, does 
it matter one drop whether or not Shorter's doing 
something new that night? 
No, I guess that would just be lagniappe. You do 
what you do because you want to do it, or you're in 
the wrong field. You're either getting your own 
pleasures out of it inately, or else you're trying to 
demand that the situation give back to you what you 
put into it, and that's an inequitable relationship. If 
you can't get what you want out of a reasoning 
rational being, how can you get it out of a concept of 
art? As far as what I'd like to see for Jazz Awareness 
Month. I'd like to just see awareness. I don't care if 
it's about jazz or not. I'd like to just see everybody 
move up one notch in their own personal awareness, 
and I'm sure jazz will be tagging along in there 
somewhere. 
How do we accomplish that? 
It's rough. No answer for that one. You certainly 
can't legislate it or pay for it. But I'd think you'd feel 
better if you took stock of yourself and went for it 
and did the best you could. And no bitterness. Fuck 
that. That's a sure sign of something else not going 
on, because everybody knows the music is really hard. 
What kind of situation do you think is best for that 
kind of growth for a musician? 
Well, there's just so much more to music than 
your performance. The ideal situation would be to 
have as many performances as you require for your 
on-stage self-expression. But I wouldn't want to 
work to the point where that's what I was doing, 
working. I want tq work on creative things and do 
projects, and if you're exhausted or working too 
much, you don't have time for your creative pro-
jects. But then if you're not working enough, you 
probably don't know exactly what to do (laughs). 
Are you consciously Looking for, or consider it 
important to be looking for something new? Do you 
care about being different or just being good? 
I think if you're setting out to do something differ-
ent, that's for a very, very few people. If you're 
setting out to go as far as you can go, that's about the 
most you can ask of yourself. Even the people who 
are credited with all these quote unquote inno-
vations, they always knew they were into some-
thing. Sam Rivers told me that when they were first 
forming certain musics in the Sixties, one of the 
main things that they did was to play a lot. There 
were new ideas coming through, but whether every-
one was walking around thinking that they were 
revolutionary, I don't know. Then again, almost all 
the music that's being dealt with today was really 
invented in the Sixties, and that was a revolutionary 
decade. In my recollections of the Sixties, yeah, 
being a revolutionary was a good thing to be, where-
- ~ - - - -----~ 
as now, people say, "Yeah, I love it, but I gotta 
eat." 
Do you have specific goals that you have set? 
The real specific goals that I have, I realize are 
very temporary in nature. They're simple things, 
because the overall goal is much higher. Simple 
problems like getting work. Like making contacts 
and getting heard. Getting your tapes even made can 
be a problem, much less getting them into the hands 
of somebody who could possibly do something with 
them. And I think we have come to realize at this 
point that the musician does not function best as his 
own promotional unit. You need to know a lot about 
the business, but to do your own business will tend to 
keep you as sort of a cottage industry. I'm not 
suggesting that if you don't have a record contract 
with a major record company that you can't do a lot 
of great things. But, simple goals like those are 
necessary for the success and progress of your mus-
ic. I feel at this point that to be working three nights a 
week in a barroom, although that would be fine, is 
definitely not what I have in mind. If somebody was 
asking me what I want to do, I would never think of 
that. 
What would you think of? 
I think I'd like to be just working with other artists 
that are really excited about what they do, and about 
what you do, and what the possibilities are of work-
ing together. I think we should try to come out with a· 
product that's above what we could do as in-
dividuals. The name of the game is gonna be change 
until you hit upon something that clicks, and then 
when it clicks, if you're one of the lucky people that 
things click for, and you've also got three or four, if 
not eight or ten projects out there, somebody might 
say, ''This is great,'' and it might be number ten on 
your list. But if it can open doors for you, you may 
need to make that move. 
So it's important to have a lot of things going on at 
the same time. 
I wouldn't put all my eggs in one basket. 0 
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October is SPECIAL price 
month. Everything in the 
store is reduced below its 
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over the telephone. You must 
come in to take advantage of 
the sale. Prices are good 
only on availa_ble stock. 
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AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT CALL 1~26-7497 *ERIC READER BEEPER INSTRUCTIONS (TOUCH TONE PHONE ONLY) 
PUNCH IN NUMBER, WAIT FOR BEEP, PUNCH IN YOUR NUMBER 
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1:J By Almost Slim 
''U nrecognized talent'' is a term that drummer/vocalist Alonzo Stewart often uses when discussing his musical con-
temporaries. Although he's not exactly a 
household word himself, he's done a lot better than 
most, spending the better part of his 66 years making 
music his career and building a comfortable home 
for his family in the Ninth Ward. Like many New 
Orleans musical veterans, Stewart's name carries 
more weight abroad than in his hometown. While 
one could s~nd a good deal of time rhyming off his 
many accomplishments, his instrumental prowess is 
such that for the past twenty years he has been an 
international endorsee for a drum and cymbal com-
pany, which should say a lot. 
Wellington Alonzo Stewart was born an only 
child, April3, 1919, to Velma and Benny Stewart in 
the old Third Ward of New Orleans (where the City 
Hall now stands). "My mother was kind of an in-
tellectual," chuckles Stewart, explaining his regal 
combination of names. "She liked English and 
Spanish sounding names. My father was a cook and 
my mother just took care of the house. She played 
piano occasionally in church and sang but that was 
about it at home. 
"There was plenty of music in the neighborhood, 
though. There were spasm bands and plenty of para-
des in the streets. A lot of older musicians lived 
around the neighborhood that I got to know and play 
with when I grew up- Kid Clayton, John Casmir, 
Tom Jefferson, George Boyette- a lot of those cats 
took me under their wing." 
Stewart had a natural interest in music, and he 
eventually talked his mother into buying him a sax-
ophone while he was in his early teens. "She went 
down to the Morris Music Shop on Rampart Street 
- that's where everyone went to buy band eqUip-
ment- and bought me a C-melody saxophone,'' he 
explains. "I wanted an alto so I had to bring it back a 
few days later. 
"I studied under Professor Valmar Victor, who 
taught for the public school system - he was The 
Man in New Orleans. I played in some walking 
bands and with little bands around grammar school. I 
even played with some of the older fellows in the 
neighborhood that I mentioned." 
Education was a prerequisite in the Stewart house-
hold, and he attended both DiJiard and Alabama 
State, where he studied journalism and mustc. ln-
teresttngly enough, Stewart's uncle was the re-
nowned Black historian, Marcus B. Christian (see 
August's WL), and together they assisted Lyle Sax-
on in researching Gumbo Ya-Ya, under a writer's 
project for.the WPA. It was Stewart who donated 
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The Gondoliers' comedy act on Ric/Ron. 
Christian's work to the University of New Orleans. 
It was at Alabama State that Stewart began ptay· 
ing drums. "I couldn't get into the school band 
because they had too many horn players," recalls 
Stewart. ''They needed a drummer so I asked my 
mother to send me a set of drums. I played a little 
back in New Orleans, but I didn't apply myself until 
I was in school.'' 
WHEN STEWART RETURNED to New 
Orleans he didn't jump str;Ught into music; instead. 
he taught for a while at Dillard and got involved in 
the previously mentioned research, before getting 
the call from Uncle Sam. "I wasn't really too in-
volved in music when I got back to New Orleans 
until I ran into a fellow named Howard Davis who 
was a representative of the musicians union. 
"I'd run into him earlier when I was with the 
Alabama State band and we were in New Orleans. 
He remembered me and asked ifl was still playing. I 
told him not too much, so he asked me if I'd like to 
join his jazz band. He played saxophone and worked 
around my neighborhood. He hired me to sing and 
play drums and took me down to Claiborne A venue 
to join the union in 1946. 
"You see I came up playing this traditional music. 
That simple, two-beat New Orleans jazz that was all 
around the city. That's the foundation of all New 
Orleans music." 
Stewart's stint in Howard Davis' band lasted until 
he formed his own unit which played a number of 
white dance halls on Magazine Street, including the 
Saw Dust Trail, Big Mary's, and a neighborhood 
club, the Might Duke, on Poydras Street. He also 
found time to freelance with the likes of Kid Clayton 
''I broke up my band and took a job playing with 
Harold Dejean at the Opera House on Bourbon Street 
for $8 a night. That place closed down after a year so 
J got a JOb playing with George Miller and the Mid-
Rifts at the Robin Hood, on Jackson and Simon 
Bolivar. That was a good band; they used to play the 
Caldonia before Professor Longhair got started. 
They were more of an R&B band, they used to even 
back up female impersonators. 
"Cousin Joe came by the Robin Hood while he 
was on his vacation. He was playing at the Famous 
Door with Alton and Ted Purnel. We got to be pretty 
good friends so when he went back to the Famous 
Door he invited me to sit in one night. I stopped by 
and sang a few songs and the owner heard me. He 
told Cousin Joe to bring me back the next night. I 
was hired to sing and play drums for $75 a week, 
which was a lot of money back in the Forties. We 
played there for six' years. We'd have probably been 
there longer but we played a job at the Kentucky 
Derby and got back late so the boss got mad and gave 
us our notice." 
In the interim, Stewart waxed his first record, 
''Space In Your Heart,'' a lugubrious city blues, for 
the Flip label in 1948. "AI Young set that up," he 
continues. "He had a record shop on Rampart Street 
and he was the A&R man for Flip, a label out of 
California. It got to be a pretty big record around 
New Orleans. 
"I only did that one record for Flip because Lew 
Chudd at Imperial got interestea in me and signed 
me. He flew me out to L.A. to do a session with 
Oscar Moore, Nat "King" Cole's guitarist. Boy I 
was in another world! We did four sides but they 
didn't do too much. Imperial had me, Fats Domino, 
T-Bone Walker and Slim Whitman at the same 
time." 
HAVING RECORDINGS out under his own name 
gave Stewart the confidence to once again form his 
own band. He eventually crossed paths with Edgar 
Blanchard in 1953, who was leading his own group, 
The Gondoliers. Formed in the late 1940s, The . 
Gondoliers had already served as the house band at · 
the Dew Drop Inn for years and had recorded for Don 
Robey's Peacock label in Houston. 
"Edgar came in the Famous Door where I was 
working,'' says Stewart recalling the talented 
guitarist/arranger. "I told him I was going to try and 
start my own band and asked him if he was interested 
in joining. You see Edgar had laid the guitar down 
and was planning to move north to get a job in an 
automobile factoiy. I talked him into staying. I told 
him, 'You take care of the music, I' II take care of the 
business. ' 
Gondoliers played behind Johnny Ace, Ray Charles, Uttle Richard, and recorded with Joe 
Tumer and Guitar Slim. 
"So we got together and rehearsed for a month. 
We had Warren Hebrad on tenor, August "Dimes" 
Dupont on alto and baritone, Edward Santino on 
piano, Stewart Davis on bass, Frank Mitchell on 
trumpet, Edgar on guitar and banjo and of course I 
sang and played drums. We decided to keep The 
Gondoliers as the name because it was already out 
there. Edgar came up with the name The Gondoliers, 
because he's been to Venice during the War and saw 
some real gondoliers. 
I had to put out some money to get the band off the 
ground. I bought new uniforms, a P.A. and music 
stands for the whole group, but we really sounded 
great after that month of rehearsal. Our first job was 
back at the Hideaway where Fats [Domino] got 
started. That first night we had every musician in the 
city come out to see us play, the place Wa$ packed. 
We were a hit right from the beginnin_g. 
''From there we went to the Candlelight Club for a 
couple of weeks and then we started to play over at 
the Stable Club, on the beach over in Biloxi. We 
worked there as much as six nights a week for three 
years. When we were off from there we'd come back 
to New Orleans and play at the Dew Drop for Frank 
Pania." 
Clowning at the Dream Room. 
The Gondoliers were often hired to play behind 
visiting artists booked by the Dew Drop, including 
Johnny Ace, Ray Charles, Little Richard and Arthur 
Prystock to name but a few. They also regularly 
worked sessions at Cosimo's studio backing anum-
ber of stars in the making. "The Gondoliers never 
got the credit they deserved," emphasizes Stewart. 
"We picked a lot of guys up and made them great. 
We did the 'Honey Hush' session with Big Joe 
Turner back when he was doing nothing but singing 
around the Dew Drop. Then the record comes out 
and pow, Joe's a big star. 
"We did one of Ray Charles' first things for 
Atlantic, the Guitar Slim tune 'Feeling Sad.' We did 
a lot of stuff for Specialty too. Man, I think Edgar 
must have played on everything Little Richard cut 
down here. Of course we did a few things on our own 
too. Everytime Bumps Blackwell [specialty pro-






















THE GONDOLIERS stayed extremely busy dur- you 
ing the Fifties. Percy Stovall often booked the group, !itOJ 
as did Larry Lawrence out of Mobile, Alabama. At Ca1 
one point they worked 96 consecutive weeks at the dar 
Keyhole Club in San Antonio, followed by 28 weeks dra 
at the Piccadilly Club in Pensacola, Florida. While 
in New Orleans, they worked at the Dream Room kid 
and the Famous Door on Bourbon Street when they wh, 
weren't installed at the Dew Drop. They also went aga 
on the road backing Smiley Lewis, Gatemouth wh' 













"The Gondolier' were a complete floor show." 
Stewart. "Be-.ides dance music we did a 
group kind of thing doing Ink Spots and doo 
We abo had a comedy routine that went over 
in the cluhs. We'd down around on numbers 
'How Come My Dog Don't Bark' and 'Tom 
. · We recorded the whole routine on the 
we did for Ric. Ld .1 Ha1·e a Blast. 
alhum Stewart refers to (once covered in 
\Rare Records column). was the only LP issued 
R1c/Ron Records. It features the Gondoliers in a 
non-musical 'ituation running through com-
routine-. on numhcrs like ··My Ding-A-Ling." 
·of the Border" and "Fuay Wuzzy ... 
"That alhum sound!-> live hut we did the whole 
in the !'>tudio ... pmnts out Stewart. "Cosimo 
.... '""''"'"· I livened it up hy adding all those extra 
and effects . That alhum was Joe Ruffino's 
. He U!->ed to come out to Natal'!-> and watch us. 
lil..ed the hand and a!->ked us to do some record-
Th~ Gondoliers were often employed by Ruflino 
hi~ Ric and Ron releases with Edgar Blanchard 
ing most of his early sides. "We did a lot of 
ing for Ruffino ... says Stewart. "We were on 
ny Adams' tir-.t single 'I Won't Cry' and all 
early Ric things. In fact. we even had stock in 
company that Ruffino gave us. but of cour!'>e it 
was worth anythmg ... 
Although Stewart and Blanchard were to remain 
nucleus of the group. there were some occasional 
wuhm the band . At one time or another. The 
iers also featured Frank Fields on bass. and 
Edward Franks and Lawrence Cotton as 
NEW ORLEANIANS remember The 
from the•r extended stint at Natal's, a 
p~rn~pm on the Chef Menteur Highway. Local disc 
y and record collector Billy Dell recalls the 
and the group. "I was about seventeen the first 
I went to Natal's. They never checked J.D. If 
had the money you could get in . We'd always 
at the Safari. which was next to the Industrial 
. before we went there . I remember it was real 
m there and the guys all drank beer and the girls 
Tom Collins. 
" We spent more than five years at Natal's work-
ing six nights a week," continues Stewart. "The 
father of the guy who o-.\ned Natal's owned the 
original Canai-Villere. We made plenty of money 
there and so did Natal's. But they sold the place 
around 1964 and made it part of the bowling alley 
that was next door. 
"After we left Natal's we took a job at a white 
club over in Mobile . We were supposed to play for 
three months but after a couple of weeks George 
Wallace had come to Mobile to hold a rally. Well the 
owner got nervous about violence, so he paid us off 
and we came home. After that we played out at the 
Safari for a couple of weeks. But after the Safari that 
was it, we just broke up. We had no more work. I 
guess I was lucky . I stayed in music but Edgar, he 
put the guitar away and go a day job with the 
T .C.A." 
Edgar Blanchard is obviously one of the musi-
cmns that Stewart refers to as underrated. "Edgar 
was one of the top musicians in the country," 
emphasiLes Stewart. "A guy like George Benson 
couldn't even hold the light for Edgar to stand under. 
He was a great player and arranger, Edgar could do it 
all. 
"But that Old Comiskey did him in. Poor Edgar 
drank himself to death. I had to have him put in the 
hospital more than once. I tried to get him down at 
Preservation Hall after I started playing there but it 
wasn't any use. He passed in 1972 of cirrhosis of the 
liver." 
STEW ART'S CAREER MANAGED to go full 
cirde. oddly returning to playing the kind of music 
he grew up with as he explains. "I was walking 
down Rampart Street one afternoon in 1965 and ran 
into Joe Robichaux and he told me that old man 
George Lewis wanted me to give him a call. So I did 
and he said he had a few jobs for me to play over in 
Japan! 
"Well we got to Japan and the first job was in a 
stadium filled with 25,000 people. No rehearsal -
nothing - all of a sudden I'm back to playing that 
old two-beat traditional New Orleans music . I just 
slid right in,l never forgot how to play it. When I got 
~I 
back I started playing with the Preservation Hall Jazz 
Band and I've been there ever since." 
As a member of the Preservation Hall Band, Ste-
wart plays with the touring ensemble as well as 
alternating with the band that plays at the hallowed 
jazz hall on St. Peter Street. ··1 can't tell you how 
satisfying it is to play down at Preservation Hall,'' he 
says. "Even when I'm not feeling well I go down 
there because I know I'll feel great when I start 
playing. 
"The people who come to Preservation Hall are 
really there to hear you play . They enjoy the music as 
much as I do. Man some nights someone will come 
up to me and say, ' Man you play a beautiful press 
roll.' I think that's great. 
" I've been around the world playing with the 
Preservation Hall Band - every continent but Afri-
ca. We play all the great music halls: The Kennedy 
Center. Avery Fischer Hall - just about any place 
you can name. We've played for presidents, prime 
ministers and emperors. How else could I have done 
something like that?' ' 
Stewart is quick to cite Preservation Hall 's Alan 
Jaffe as the major reason New Orleans Jazz has 
remained thriving. " He's done more for traditional 
jazz than anyone," he points out. "Jaffe's taken 
guys who were in their sixties and seventies who had 
quit playing and put them back on the bandstand, put 
money in their pockets. He's a real American ambas-
sador because he's taken this music everywhere. 
"Jaffe's a saint. When a guy like Kid Thomas is 
sick and can't play he still gets paid. He even helps 
people in the street who are hungry and don't even 
play music. He's that kind of guy." 
Presently, Stewart sees his place in music as pre-
serving the kind of music long associated with his 
hometown. ''I'm trying to keep close to the old style 
of playing," he concludes. "A lot of the younger 
players today are trying to swing the music. They 
call it dixieland, but I don't like that. Alii really need 
is the snare to carry that two-beat rhythm. I'm a little 
bit disappointed that there aren't too many younger 
musicians playing traditional jazz properly. But still 
it's just like old man river, it'll keep rolling alon.&.! 
even when I'm dead and gone " U 
Gondoliers were really popular with the 
They used to do this routine as part of their act 
they said. 'He cut her and then he cut her 
· Well it doesn't sound too funny now. but 
•ilen he said he was gonna cut somebody it wasn't 
11th a knife! '' Stewart at Preservation Hall: "We've played for presidents, prime ministers and emperors." 
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w1Branford 
Marsalis 
Sting, most recently u.n 1s Dr. Fr~nkenslllln in The Bride, orr»ring 
Outntin Crisp 1nd Geflldfne Plge about, 1nd trying to tn1ke time wtth . 
JMniler s.ls, 6t UNO Llkefront Artlll, Frt.23. 
CONCERTS 
See Jazz Aw~reness Article in this issue of 
Wavelength for specill concerts during this 
Jazz Awareness Month. 
Every Evening 
The Riverside Ramblers on the Bayou · Jean 
Lafitte Sundays through-Thursdays, and Fridays and 
Saturdays on the Natchez, 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, 1 
Dll; Rough Cutt, UNO Lakefront Arena. 8 p.m .. 
Ticketmaster 
Wednesday, 2 
Dll, Mtssisstppt Gulf Coast Coliseum. 8 p.m., 
Ttcketmaster. 
Thursday, 3 
Gene Loves Jezebel, and as the Golden Gate 
Quartet remind us, "her flesh was too hlthy for the 
dogs to eat." Jimmy's. 10 p.m. · 
Corey Hart, whose album is peculiarly titled 
Houdint-bke Boy In The Box, and who IS from canada. 
if you needed to know. Saenger. 
Friday, 4 
• Chuck Mangione, whose name in Italian means 
· · btg eater.'· as he usually informs hts audiences. 
Dixon Hall. Tulane Umversity. 
John Hartford with the Mechanical Bulls, 
Jimmy's. 
Saturday, 5 
Top Cats on the Natchez' moonlight crUise; 
586·8777. 
Thursday, 10 
Johnny Rivers ne Ramtstella ·of Baton Rouge, 
aboard the Prestdent; $15. 586·8777. 
Steel Pulse; Yabby You; The Gladiators, Me 
Alister Auditorium. 
Friday, 11 
Irma Thomas. Steamer President; 586·8777. 
Saturday, 12 
Hank WNiiams, Jr., MISSISSippi Gulf Coast Coli· 
seum. 8 p.m .. 601·388·8222. 
Sunday, 13 
Melssa Manchester, Saenger. 8 p.m. ; 888·8181 
Nlghtranger (one of the sappiest popular groups 
since Chtcago). Cheap Trick, Mississippi Gulf 
Coast Coliseum. 
Mond1y, 14 
Kalil and Marldl laBeque, duo-pianists. DIX· 
on Hall, Tulane. ' 
Thursday, 11 
Wlnlns, contemporary gospel, Saenger; 7:30p.m. 
Friday, 18 - Sunday, 20 
Doug Henning, pulling bouquets from his sleeve, 
saw1ng women in haH. puning les lapins out of beaver 
hats. etc .. Saenger; Ticketmaster. 888·8181 . 
Sunday, 20 
The Cathedral Choir and Solalsts performmg 
Bach. Handel and Hem rich Schutz. Christ Church 
Cathedral, 2919 St. Charles Avenue. 4 p.m. 
Monday, 21 
Howard Jones, m1me and musician. UNO Lake-
front Arena. 
Friday, 25 
Sting, now for someone who used to be a school· 
teacher (even in England where they garble the~r 
words so badly) you'd thmk Shng would enun· 
ciate more clearly-m that pixllatedly catchy song 
of h1s I hear constantly on my crystal· set. mstead 
of Free. Free, Set Her Free, I thought they were 
smgmg (h1m too) Real, Real, Sex Appeal, whtch 
means that my mmd IS, as usual. down at the 
pumpmg station; but the ktd's got talent and I 
really enjoyed htm in h1s art-nouveau golden cod· 
piece in Dune. takmg a lengthy shower while 
Kenneth McMillan fussed and buzzed like a 
flatulent. lovestck putto arouno the ceiling; UNO 
Lakefront Arena. 
Windham Hill Sampler of New Mus1c w1th 
Michael Hedger, Liz Story, Darol Anger. Mike 
Marshall; Dixon Hall. Tulane. Ticket master, 
888·8181 
Guadlcanal Diary, from the best-seller of the 
same name by Rtcharo Tregaskts Jtmmy's, 10 
p.m. 
Sunday, 27 
Manuel Lopez Romas, Argentme classical 
gUitanst. at Longue Vue House ano Gardens: 5 
p.m 488·5488 
Tuesday, 29 
The Replacements, from Mmneapohs. Jtmmy's, 
10 p m. 
November 19 
REM, Saenger; Ttcketmaster. 
OUTTATOWN 
From Saturday, 26 
At the Metropolitan Museum of Art. a selection of 
pamttngs. sculptures. firearms. what have you. 
loaned by the Pnnc1pa1tty of Ltechtenstetn's ex· 
tenstve famtly holdtngs dtrect from thetr castles m 
Vaduz-"especially strong in Flemtsh pamtmgs 
and Florentme bronzes " Those wtth short 
memories (the readtng public these days) wtll 
recall that these same refugees from the Alma· 
nach de Gotha sold the US Govt the Leonardo 
portrait of ptckle·vtsageO Gtnevra de Benet a while 
back. wh1ch w111 probably remam unttl the decline 
of the West becomes absolutely certam. the last 
DaVmc1 to go on the market tn the world, any· 
where. anyttme. 
November 7-10 
CMJ Music Marathon and 1985 New Music 
Awards, at the Roosevell Hotel, New York-gee, 
remember when we had a Roosevelt Hotel here? I 
used to stt m the Fountam Lounge m my rolled 
stockmgs and cloche hat. dnnkmg Sherry Flips 
wtth my fnend. Antta . who worked wtth me m the 
Budget Dress Department m Keller·Zander . Call 
51&;248·9600 lor Information. 
LIVE MUSIC 
• FRENCH QUARTER, 
MARIGNY & CBD 
Andrew Jackson RestJurant, 221 Royal St • 
529·2603. Saturdays at mtdmght: the tenactous 
triumvirate of Becky Allen, Rteky Graham and 
Fred Palmtsano-but considenng the problems 
these three have had lately with the mortality rate 
of cabarets , call before you go. 
Artist Cafe, 608 lbervtlle, 523·9358. Open stage 
daily from 3 p.m., wh1ch could mean absolutely 
anything-mostly folk, also C&W, rock. even big, or 
long, names. 
Bayard's Jazz Alley, 701 BourbOn. 
Wed ·Sundays: Jazz Unhmtted Group w1th 
Boylston 
Blue Room, in the Fa1rmont Hotel, 529·7t1t 
ctng, dtntng, chiC and eclat. Tues 1 The 
Wed 2 through·Tues.8. Mtss Peggy 
we heard from someone who'd seen 
conk out in an iron lung between sets (no 
but who remams fondly m our memory 
we thought the prettiest lady stnger, 
than Rosemary Clooney. Ounng the 
our chtldhood. and who rema111s fondly 1 
getting the p1ss knocked out of her by Lee 
in Pete Kelly's Blues whtch put her tn an 
where she clutched a rag doll and sang 
Wed.9 through Tues.22 Robert Goulet. 
by us opentng a hospttal wmg m Louts 
Atlant1CC1ty Wed.23 through Nov 5. B.J 
With stones about Btlly and Sue. and 
that everybody's out of town, etc ll~<~rvo·I-•P 
Bonaparte's Retreat, 1007 Decatur, 
Music changes datly- walk by and check. 
Brew House, Jackson Brewery. Decatur 
525·9843 Sat. 5 and Sat 19. Andy and 
Pacemakers. 
Cheeky Chink's, 1001 N Rampart. 
MuSIC 11 to 2 a m .. Fn 4: Theron Lewts Tno 
James Black. Fn.11 Earl Turbtnton Sat.t2 
Market. Fn.18: Walter Payton . Sat.19. Earl 
ton . Sun.20: Poetry Readtng. 4 p m. Fn.25. 
Black. Sat26. Walter Payton. 
Cosima's, 1201 Burgundy, 561·9018 Jazz 
days and occasionally on Wednesdays. call 
for informatton . 
Dream Palace, 534 Frenchmen. 943·6860 
Sat.12 and Thurs.31 : Radtators. Sat.19· 
Dnflers. 
Fairmont Court, m the Fatrmont Hotel. 
Mon ·Sat .. from 9, Gmny Chehardy. 
Famous Door, 339 Bourbon. 522·7626 
every day· Oliver and the Rockets from 
Thomas Jefferson and Hts Creole Jazz Band 
p.m. AMFM from m1dntght until almost 
filings, 2600 Chartres. 945-2222. Thurs 
ny Ard Mondays. Wednesoays and 
Kenny Butler. Music from 7 30. 
544 Club, 544 BoUrbon, 523·86t1 . 
Feelings. Wednesday, Thursday and Sur1tttv• 
9 unhl3. and Fridays and Saturdays from 10 
Southern Cooktng . Mondays and Tuesdays 
to 3. and Saturoay and Sunday from 3: t5to 
Pete Fountain's, m the Htlton. 523·4374 
Fountatn and hts band mghtly at 10. one show 
ly. reservations . 
Gazebo, 1018 Decatur. 522·0862 
Sundays. 11 a.m. to 1 p.m .. The 
their sizzling-well. at least ••mm~···nn-
the Red Red Robm Comes Bobbm · For 
Fnes Revue. wtth Amasa Mtller keepmg 
them: from 1 to 6 p m .. John Royen 
Orleans Rhythm. Fndays and Saturdays. 8 
night. Nora Wtxted. 
Hllon HOIII, Poydras at the nver. In the 
Garden: Sandy Hancock Cash Plus More 
HyiiiHOIII, 561-1234. Sundays. 10a.m. 
Chuck Credo and the Basm Street S1x m 
- tyard Restaurant. Fndays. 4·8 p m in 
Julep Lounge, Bobby Cure and the ""'"""',_ 
Blues. 
landmark Hotel, 541 Bourbon, 524·7611 
We~.lne!;dav through from 9 unit! 
-
Bob Sloane at the ptano from 5 untll9. 
Mtke Bums domg R&B. Tuesdays: Bob 
Jli!l'lillgllllll!from 8 untll1 a m : Fndays. Saturdays and 
lll 
Bums from 4 untll9. succeeded by 
Eilts Quartet who contmue on unttl 2 or 
llson Bourbon, 641 Bourbon 522-8818 
Thurs 2 20 7 15 . Sat . 4·8.45 Lloyd 
. Wed -Sun. 7.30·12 15 am Sat . 
am. LouSmo Mon . Tues .. 730·12 .15 
Wed 230·715 Sat . 11 am-345. 
Horn 
Hall , 309 Bourbon 525·5595 
,es t 15 Fn 25 and Mon 28 the Catfish 
·;Iel Orchestra . Other days Banu Gtbson and 
'tr Hot Jazz Orchestra . save lor Wed 30 ana 
·~Jrs 3 t The Dukes of Dtxteland 
lnwell's. 400 Burgundy 522-0879 Call lor 
l!'·,gs 
1111 Absmthe House. 400 Bourbon Wednesdays-
Y~days Bryan Lee and the Jumpstreet Ftve. 
l.!O to 2 30 Tuesdays Mason Ruffner and the 
, ..es Rockers begmmng at the same time but 
r: ''9 thirty mmutes earher 
Opera House. 601 Bourbon 522-3265 
·~ay and Wednesday and Saturday Choco· 
a M1tk Thursdays. Fodays dnd Sundays the 
~~a House Band w1th the BT Connection 
Hall . 726 St Peter 523 8939 
Harold De1dn dnd the Olyonpoa B•<~ss Bana 
dnd Thuos Kt<l Thorne~~ V.ttentme Tue~ 
fro Ktd Sheok Cold I We<l ana Sat I he 
1ptuey Brother~ 
Sonesta Hotel. 300 BourtJon. ~86-0300 In 
Mysllck Den Tue~ Sctt Booby Lonero. 10 
lpn s 500 Club. 441 Bourbon 5b6 1507 From 
l Sun S.ll lhe Ce1t1C Folk Smqer~ 
Cafe and Bar Thurs -Fro 91> m t a m 
r<ldyS from tO 1J rn unltl 1 .t nt So~lly 
S,ll 3 6 p Ill cHI<l Sun ~ 10 7 I) nt 
I ownes woth D1c1ne ,Ht<l /eto.t 
Club. 7 t 1 BourbOn 52~·!l3 79 T ue~ · So~ I 
9 30 Rdn<ly Heoerr m lhe Showo,t• 
Sun 9 p m ·2 d m AI Brou~:..t•d 111 1ne 
- Ba1 
Harbor 626 Frenchmen 9~9 069b 
George Porrer Quc~rlel Thu•:. J Hector 
ana hts Songo Allslar:. or SIJOutd th,lf oe 
ars? Frt ~ WWNO·FM 90 Beneht 
Dagr d<lt and Ec~r I T ur Omlon Set! J 
Guest Ntght with Steve Mct:.et· 
dnd Bennell Sun 6 Jc1smme 
Ramsey Mclean c~nd Chc~rtes Nev111e 
10 Snooks Eaglin F rt 11 £111:. Mclrsahs 
Germntne BMzle Sell t2 ld Jct/Z Federa· 
Concerr wtlh lhe Mtke Pelleo,t Ouctrrel and lhe 
,,,.,,...., ..... , SteOerrh Qumlet Sun 13 The Rdlael Cruz 
will•"''"'"' We<l 16 trtple header wtth Mtke Pellerct 
Torkanowsky ond Harry Conntc~ Jt 
17 Tony Dc1gr cldo dnd A sir etl PrOJeCI 
WWOl·FM presents The Storvtvors 
, Chc~rles ana Charmaute Nevttle S,ll 19 
J Jdlz FederdiiOn presenls Germame Bdllle 
Lo!llv BJ ana Johnny Adams with I he Ellis Mar· 
;a.'ls Ouc~rrel ana can one srage hol<l !hem all? 
So;n 20 The AI Belle11o Quetrlel Wed 23 A 
·:rule ro Collrane with the Mtke Peller a Ouarlel 
·-.rs 2~ Snooks Eaglin F rt 25 The Pftsler 
Srslers perlornung I he sounarr ack from Our 
~ern Mdtdens wtlh Anlc!Sd Mtller Sal 26 
l 'S MarSdliS and Germatne Boule Sun 27 The 
Ensemble Acusltco Wed 30 Davtd 
y ,md Harry Conntck Jr ana Mtke 
w11h some stx hanaea JObs Thurs 31 
.tnd Pdm s 91h Anmversary Wallz and 
wtlh Cheyenne and maybe a lew 
and Crow and Apaches 11 you con 1 
where you park !hell broom on Frenchmen 
. 1100 Decarur 525·8199 Live Jdll 
hslmgs 
Theatre Pub. 642 Norlh Ramparr 
Fn 4 The Pflsrer Stslers Dtsasrer 
or A Ntghl on lhe Old Morro Caslle 
11 Sun 13 Frt 18·Sun 20 rwo ongtnal one 
plays by Charles Kerbs and Ken Menlel see 
hSitngs lor de !ales Wed 23 Connte 
ana the Marcelles auemplmg ro carch 
perlecl ltnger-wave Sun 27 Ll I Oueeme al 
per1ormmg !he Masochtsm Tango Wea JO 
Nov 6. Nov 13 and 20 The Wuaro of 
a mus1cal by Bobby Moore ana Ken 
738 Toulouse. 523-9492 Fndays· 
Randy Easl and Josh Slone 
Court Grill Room . 300 Gravter 
7 30 11 30 Joel Stmpson 
~ LAKEFRONT 
Augie's Delago, West End Park. 282-2695 
Rock and roll of vanous sorts. Call lor mlorma· 
I ton 
Nexus, 6200 Elystan F1elds. 288-3440 Fndays 
and Salurdays. 6 p m to 2 a m Jackte Jones 
and Phtlip Manuel. then Davtd Torkanowsky, 
Julian Garcta and Chns Severn 
Privateers, 6207 Franklin Ave .. 288·5550 New 
mustc Thurs 3 10 17 24. 31 Force of Habit 
Sat 5 Dmo Kruz . Sat 12 Taken Sal 19 Bush· 
Bear Sal . 26 Extt 209 
Stan's Hard Rock Cafe. 1928 Wesl End Park. 
288·0044 Call lor tnlorma110n 
~MID-CITY 
Capp's. 111 N Carrolllon 484·6554 Fn 4 The 
Upltghls Sat 5 Reahly Palto . Fn 11 
Mtslrearers Sal 12 Lenny Zenllh . Thurs 17 
Taken Fn 18 Future Image Sal 19 Four lor 
Nolhtng Sal 26 Sky Ft Melody 
Chinatown. 1717 Canal Sl 525-7937 Fndays 
Vtelnamese mustc from 9 Other mghls Vot 
nhung chuong dac sac do cac nghe St lhot danh 
ru San Franctsco. Los Angeles Houslon ve 
rnnh dten Vot cac loat thus pham kho dac sac 
Co ban va cho muon bang nhac vtdeo rape. 
cassetle 
Dorothy's Medallion. 3232 Orleans Ave R&B 
Fn Sal Johnny Aaams wtlh Waller Washmgron 
and !he House Band 
Ike's. 1710 N Broad 944·9337 R&B Sundays 
Chuck Jacobsen and I he Wagon Tram Band 
Parkview Tavern. 910 N Carrolllon 482-2680 
Fn 4 Snakebtle and lhe Cotlonmouths. wtlh new 
personnel 1 shouldn 1 I hal be potsonnel?) Fn 11 
Ray Bonnevtlle Band Sal 12 Mason Ruffner 
~METAIRIE 
Chances. 2301 N Causeway Blvd 834-3105 
Ca I lor tnlormalton 
Copeland' s Cafe. 701 Vererans Blvd Sunday 
rhe tmmy Maxwell Trto . learunng Rene Netlo 
and Bob T asstn from noon 10 3 
Oocks. 3624 Flonda Ave Kenner 468·9964 
Country mustc ntghlly Wednesdays male slnp· 
pers lor ladles only. 8 lo 10 
undmark Hotel. 2601 Severn Ave B88·9500 
Tuesdays lhrough Thursdays ar 9 and Fndays 
and Sarurdays ar 10 lhe Creole Cooktn Jazz 
Band 
McAllister's. 3619 Far Ctly Avenue 456-1525 
Call lor llsltngs 
Showboat. 3712 Hessmer Ave 887 9682 Call 
lor Ocrober s lisltnQS 
• N.O. EAST 
Beau Geste. 7011 Read Blvd 242·9710 
Fn -Sal 10-3 The Sptce of Ltle 
The Club. 1701 Sl Bernard 947-9334 Jazz 
workshops every Sunday from 7 ro 11 
Faces. 8833 Wesl Judge Perez Chalme11e • 
279·3223 Fn 4 Chang1ng Ttmes Mustc every 
Fnday 
• WEST BANK 
Bronco's. 1409 Romam. Grerna 368 1000. 
Mondays Wednesdays. Fndays Saturdays. 
MISSISSIPPI South 
1B01 Club. 1801 Slump! Blvd . 367·9670. Wed· 
nesdays lhrough Sarurdays Janel Lynn and Ya 
Ya 
Fat Cats, 505 Gretna Blvd 362-0598 Call lor 
hslmgs 
Weasey's. 1610 Belle Chasse Htghway. 
361 7902 Mondays Dtamond Dee Dance 
Revtew l ues and Thurs Waller Barnlleaux 
Wed Guesl Bands Fn and Sal On The Spot 
~UPTOWN 
Benny's. 938 Valence Slreel. 895-9405 Mon-
days J Monque 'D Blues Band Wednesdays JD 
and !he Jammers Cynl Nevtlle and the All Slars 
marenahze weekly but thai rs matter lor phone 
calls and nor for us. 
Carrollton Station, 8140 Wtllow 865·9190. Most-
ly blues or blues-relaled Sat. 5 Thtrty by Ntnety. 
Sat 26 Johnny J and I he Httmen. Call lor the 
balance of Octobers lislmgs 
Glass House. 2519 South Saratoga. 895-9279. 
Mondays The Chosen Few wtth Tuba Fats or 
perhaps the Dtrty Dozen. Call lor certam 
Jimmy's, 8200 Wtllow. 866-9549 Tues 1 Flint 
Revels (hot lime m Bedrock. eh what?) Fn.4: 
John Hartford Sat.5 The Radtators Thurs.10: 
Flint Revels Fn 11 Exuma Sat 12 The Petnes. 
Thurs.17. Future Image Fn 18 Java Sat.19 
Uncle Stan and Aunhe Vera Thurs. 24 Reality 
Pallo (and veractous verandah?) Fn.25. Guadal· 
canal Dtary Sat 26 The Tatl Gators from Austm, 
along wtth the Mtstreaters Sun 27 M1dn1ght 
Tues.29 The Replacements. Thurs.31 Michael 
O'Hara. well. rt is Halloween. what dtd you ex· 
pee!? 
Maple leaf, 8316 Oak. 866·9359 Sun 
.Snakebtte and the Cottonmouths Wed J. Mon-
que'D Thurs Bourre. Tuesdays 1. 15. 29. The 
Conlmental Dnflers courtesy of Otlo Wegener. 
Fn.4 · Exuma Sat 5 Ftle CaJun Band Fri.11 The 
Radiators Sal 12 Beausolerl Fri 18 The 
Radtators Sal 19 Anson Funderburgh and the 
Rockets Fn 25 and Sat 26 Java 
Nexus Uptown, 1700 Loutstana Avenue. A new 
club shll threatemng ro open on the quas1·htstonc 
flash' they really are gomg to opent thts month' 
and tt' s gonna be laney! 
Penny Post, 5110 Danneel Sundays: Always 
open mtke Check the board as you go m. 
Pontchartrain Hotel, 2031 St Charles Ave . 
524-058 t Pta no bar m the Bayou Lounge mghtly 
from 5 
Tyler's, 5234 Magaztne 891·4989 Modern 
Jazz Wednesdays Ellis Marsalis and Germatne 
Bazzle Thursdays Leslie Smtih and Wtllie Tee. 




The Orchid Family, surely you remember I hem. 
!here was even a movte aboul one of !hem wtlh 
Edward G Robtnson and Ann Soulhern called 
Brother Orch10. a slide presenlalton and lecture 
at 3 at The Playhouse_ Longue Vue Gardens. 7 
Bamboo Road 488-5488 
At The Zoo 
Ski Monkey Hill, I he upscale even! lor all swamp 
snowbunmes. Sal 5 Oktoberfest, learunng the 
zoo·s tncomparable collection of German fauna. 
Sal 12-Sun 13 and Sat 19-Sun 20. Zoomlo al 
861-2537 
New York, New York, 
and All That Jazz 1s a mustcal revue lo beneltt 
local AIDS paltents. sponsored by Communtly 
Relief lor AIDS Vtcltms a nonprofit group spear· 
headed (n-or chucked) by lwo restaurateurs. Bob 
BernJssant and AI McNatrn. ro be held Nov 24 at 
730 at the Orpheum. acls are sttll bemg booked 
and volunreers ar every level are shll betng 
sough! from stagehands to phone solictlors 
Ttckets lor the show are on sale at the Orpheum. 
ar pnces rangmg from $10 to $100 
Maple Leaf Poetry Readings 
Sundays. abOut 3 8316 Maple Streel The 
schedule 6 Maureen Hereford readtng from 
John Brown ·s Body by Sleven Vmcenl Bene!. 13 
Hank Staples readtng from Lonesome Heaven. a 
work of ltchon. 20. Richard Kalrovas and Sharon 
Olinka 27 Buck Potatox . a Halloween readtng 
(don 't tell me he·s gomg ro read aloud from rhese 
listmgs JUSt to g1ve people gooseflesh') All 
readtngs are followed by Fred Kasten's p1ano 
bar 
November 1-3 
Chocolate lovers' Hyattfest at the Hyatt Regency 
Hotel. Fn. 1 Chocolate cocktails (a Wtnme the 
Pooh-egg flip, coffee liqueur. chocolate liqueur 
and cream; a Chocolate Soldter-brandy, dry 
vermouth. orange bitters and creme de Cacao, a 
Stlk Stockings-tequila. white creme de Cacao. 
cream, grenadine, cherry and cmnamon garm? 
are these what they have in mmd?) at Amateur 
Comedy Ntght 1n the Mint Julep Lounge wtlh the 
w1nner (comedian not chocolate mtxologtst) gomg 
on to Catch A Ristng Star. Sat. 2 Cookmg wtlh 
Chocolate School. 11 a.m. to 4 p.m .. 4th floor. 
reservations. 561·1234. ext. 1658 A Chocolate 
and Champagne Extravaganza m the Atrium from 
6 unltl 8. Sun.3: Chocolate Lovers' Brunch -
everythmg stmply drenched m Mole sauce. dah-
ling-wtth mus1c by Chuck Credoand the Basm 
Street Stx, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., whtle the World 's 
Largest Chocolate Bar (") wtll be in the Grand 
Ballroom from noon unhl 6. plus ongomg enter· 
tamment. ChocoholiCS Anonymous Semmar. 
mo· 
Dunng one of hts tours. the emperor Chten 
Lung ( 1736-1789) found a non-greasy. dehoous. ap-
petizing dish tn a small ctty near Hangchow Upon 
h1s mqUtry. the magtstrate mlormed the ruler that 
the name of the dish was· Red-Beaked Green Par· 
rot wtth Gold Tnmmed Jade Cake · In reality, the 
d1sh was a cheap affatr, the main mgredients be· 
mg spmach (with the crimson roots) and lned 
bean curd. The magistrate had to gtve a ftgurattve 
name lor lear that the cheapness of the dtsh 
would arouse imperial resentmenl 
When the emperor returned to Peking. he 
recalled the delictous d1sh and sent an order to hts 
tmpenal kitchen lor an order of the so-called dtsh 
Hts army of chefs was puzzled The head chef 
lmally bought a parrot from the btrd market. 
slaughtered 11. and served 11 wtth a ptece of 
valuable jade. His matter-of-fact tnterpretatton of 
the name of the dtsh mcurred the emperor's 
wrath The chef was pumshed wtth decapitation 
for spo1lmg the impenal appettte -L.Z Yuan. 
Through A Moon Gate 
VIDEO 
CAC, 900 Camp, 523-1216. Wed 16 A Southern 
Ctrcutt Screemng, by Joel DeMorr and Jeff 
Kremes screemng a documentary Seventeen 
wh1ch PBS wouldn't a1r. and The Demon Lover 
D1ary. voted Best Independent Feature by the LA 
Film Cnlics in 1981. 8 p.m .. Sat.19: sound 
recordtng lor lrlm and v1deo productron work· 
shop, 2-5 p.m . call the CAC or Rhonda Fabian at 
NOVAC at 524-8626; Wed.23 A Southern Ctrcutt 
Screenmg by Ilene Segalove. of personal v1deo 
narraltves. mcludrng The R101 Tapes, Why I Got 
Into TV ana Other Stones and What Is Busmess? 
Admtsston to screenmgs is $2, S4 lor non-
members 
Music City, sltll tapmg at Storyvtlle Jazz Hall, 
1044 Decatur Wednesdays from 10 to m1dmght. 
Free. Oct 2 The New Orleans Saxophone 
Quarter Oct. 9 the Impeccable Lee Dorsey. 
Oct 16. The Shepherd Band. Oct.23 blues night. 
St. Bernard Report w1th Mary Serpas and Keefe 
Waterford Ill, by Kfism Jufisich, 1t the Ae~demy G1Hery through Wed.16. 
WAVELENGTWOCTOBER 1985 'Z1 
Estives, Channel T-33, Group W (Sai'benawd on-
ly!); interviews w1th local and national acts, Mon-
day through Friday, 6 p.m. Upcoming. Network, 
Skip Easterling, Runner, more. 
CINEMA 
Hotel Intercontinental, Wed:2 at 9 p.m .• the New 
Orleans premiere of a 90-minute documentary· on 
Huey Long by Ken Burns, w1th footage drawn 
from archival sources and also interviews with 
John Fournet, Robert Penn Warren and others. 
Hosted by the Louisiana Endowment for the 
Humanities; $5 Advance reservations at 
523-4352. 
Loyoll FHm Buff's Institute, 895-3196. Weds.4: 
Fn.11 : Barry Lyndon, a perverse behemoth-
from Thackeray's first and least novel, of an 18th 
rogue, a truly unappet1tzing character, the film, 
technically innovative and dramatically narcolep-
tic, suffers from 1ts miscasting and its period 
showiness-though it might well be the first film 
in which people from the distant past look 
remotely like they really looked in the distant 
past, and not after a day at Elizabeth Arden's and 
Sak's. More Montgolfler and Haymarket bonnets 
than you can, or would want to, shake a stick at. 
Sun.13: Ensayo de Un Cr1men, yes, this is the 
Bunuel film that begins w1th the governess cat-
ching a bullet from a revolutionary and includes 
fun with incinerators and wax dummies. a nun 
falling down an elevator shaft and a music box 
that the hero foolishly believes gives him the 
power of life or death; few black comedies con-
tain real joy but this one does. Made in 1955; 
with Ernesto Alonso as the tortured Archibaldo. 
sleazy Rita Macedo, the even sleazier Miroslava 
Stern. Mon.14: Badlands, one of the handful of 
genuinely distinguished Amencan films of the 
1970s, this idyllic improvisation on the career of 
Charles Starkweather is set in the Grim Fifties but 
achieves a fossilized air of timelessness; with 
Martin Sheen, Warren Oates, Alan Vint, Sissy 
Spacek narrating in lush Teen Confessions prose 
that is stupid, cruel and romantic, simultaneous-
ly; written and directed by Terence Malick, 
music by carl Orff, Mickey and Sylvia and Nat 
King Cole. Fri.18: Joseph Andrews, Tony 
Richardson hoping to cash in on Tom Jones 15 
years later w1th Ann-Margret smothered beneath 
acres of Ammens powder and deck paint, and 
much too much talk of Peter Firth's dong (which 
one had to wait until Equus to see!), and the 
usual pot-de-chambre humor that passes for 
Augustan; dismal, though Beryl Reid as a 
salacious old crone with the face of a rotted plum 
is pretty marvelous. Sun.20: Journal d'une 
Femme de Chambre, this 1963 Bunuel film of Oc-
tave Mirbeau's sardonic (yeah, always sardonic 
they call this guy) novel, filmed a bit more rosily 
by Jean Renoir, dealing with the class struggle 
and reset in a France beset with Fascist strife: 
the Fascist rally at the end is one of the screen's 
great In-jokes but can't go into it here); mordant 
from its bleak provincial setting to the old foot 
fetishist who fondles Celestine while she reads 
Huysmans aloud (!) to him and dies clutching a 
pa1r of high-buttoned numbers; with Jeanne 
Moreau as Celestine, Michel Piccoli, Muni as the 
beleaguered serv1ng g1rl, Jean Ozenne as the old 
fetishist, Francoise Lugagne, Daniel lvernel, 
Georges Geret as the wicked servant Joseph. 
Sun.27: Tnstana, a ferociously funny 1970 
Bunuel film out of Galdos, also an erotic fan· 
tasia-Bunuel gets a lot of mileage out of phallic 
bell clappers and artificial legs and Catherine 
Deneuve's exhibitionism. an implacable-
gorgeous amputee-harpy to a strapping young 
mute; Fernando Rey is the old-fashioned man of 
honor whose cloying embraces and sputtering 
atheism repulse her, Franco Nero is the young 
painter, Lola Gaos-one of the screen 's great 
character pertorrnances-is the sensible, cruel 
servant Saturna. Mon.28: California Split, this 
1974 treatment of gambling fever and the lure of 
irresponsibility is one of Robert Altman's best 
and least-known films; the soundtrack, by a 
lounge chanteuse of some weight named Phyllis 
Shotwell, Is also a marvel, as is the diuying 
camerawork-though the film is hardly an 
American equivalent of Oemy's La Baie des 
Anges; with Elliott Gould, George Segal, Ann 
Prentiss, Gwen Welles, Jeff Goldblum, Barbara 
Ruick and Bert Remsen as Helen Brown, the 
hapless transvestite-· 'Is that Helen Gurley 
Brown?" Gould asks him. Films are shown in 
Bobet Hall, on the third floor, usually at 7:30; ad-
mission is either by FBI season subscription 
($15) or $1 .50 at the door 
Tulane utln American Film Series, Room 201 , 
Hebert Hall , 865·5184. lues 1 In the Name of 
the People, a documentary narrated by Martin 
Sheen about four journalists fi lming daily life 
among the Salvadorian guerillas. Tues.15: Ballad 
of the Little Soldier, directed by the unfortunate 
Werner Herzog, dealing w1th the plight of the 
Miskito Indians of Nicaragua and what guerilla 
wartare has done to them. Tues.29: Eduardo, 
Uruguayo described as a "personalized history 
of Uruguay. " 
FESTIVALS 
Tuesday 1-Saturday, 5 
Beauregard Parish Fair, Hwy 171 North, Pine 
Street, De Ridder, 318-463·9350. 
Tangipahoa Parish Fair, Am1te; 748-6268 or 
748-7153. 
Thursday, 3-Sunday 6 
u. Cattle Festival & Fair, downtown and Com-
eaux Park, Abbeville; 318-893-5036. 
Saturday, 5-Sunday, 6 
Raceland Sauce Piquante Festival, St. Mary's 
Nativity School, Raceland; 537-3141 . 
Terrebonne Parish Fair & Rodeo, Houma A1r Base 
Fair Grounds; 876·1642. 
Sundays 6, 13, 20, 27 
21st Annual Angoll Prison Rodeo, on the Pene-. 
tentiary Grounds; 655·4411 . 
Tuesday, 8-Saturday, 12 
Livingston Parish Fair, Hwy 190 W. 686-7170, 
686-2244 or 686-2131 
Tuesday, 8-Sunday, 13 
Rap Ides Parish Fair, Rap1des Pansh Coliseum 
Complex; 318-473-6605. 
Friday, 11-Sunday, 13 
Gumbo Festival, Bridge C1ty, 1701 Bndge City 
Avenue; 436-4712 
l.Jgnlappe on the Bayou, Chauvm, St. Joseph 
Church; 594-5878. 
La. Colton Festival, throughout the city, Ville 
Platte; 318-363-4521 
Tamale Festival, Zwolle; 318-645·6988. 
Friday, 11-Monday, 14 
St. Tammany Parish Fair, Parish Fair Grounds, 
Covington; 892-1485 or 626-7273. 
Saturday, 12-Sunday, 13 
Baton Rouge FaN Crafts Festival, Old State Capitol 
Grounds; 344-8558. 
Festa d'ltalla, Piazza d'llalia, New Orleans; 
891-1904. 
u. Art & Folk Festival, Hwy 165, Community 
Center Grounds, one mile north of Columbia; 
318-649-6722 
Friday, 18-Saturday, 19 
International Rice Festival, downtown Crowley; 
318-783-3067. 
Friday, 18~Sunday, 20 
International Acadian Festival, 12 miles south of 
Baton Rouge, Plaquemine; 687-2061 . 
La. Gumbo Festival of Chackbay, Thibodaux; 
633-7302. 
f'riday, 18-Sunday 27 
u . State Fair, West end of Shreveport between 
1-20 and the GreenwOod Road; 318-635-1361 . 
Saturday, 19-Monday, 21 
International ANigator Festival, 903 Anderson 
Street, Franklin; 318-828-3487. 
Wednesday, 23-Sunday, 27 
Dixit Jubilee Horse Show, Baton Rouge, John M. 
Parker Agricultural Center, 383-1404 
Thursday, 24-Nov.3 
Grutlr Baton Rouge State Fair, Baton Rouge 
Jaycees State Fairgrounds, 293-9901 . 
Friday, 25-Sunday, 27 
Andoule Festlvll, LaPlace; 652-2065. 
French Food Festival, LaRose Regional Park; 
693-7355. 
SYMPHONY 
Tues., Weds.,Thurs. , 8, 10, 11 
Philippe Entremont conducts works by Schubert. 
Berlioz and Mozart; Orpheum Theatre 
Tuesday, Wednesday, 29, 30 
Andrew Massey conducts; soprano Ruth Falcon 
is soloist, along with the Symphony Chorus; 
works by Verdi , as well as the Sextet (but not the 
Laughing Octet) from Strauss' CapriCCIO, an 
opera about opera and a glorious one, too, along 
with the Four Last Songs and the Serenade for 
Winds; Orpheum Theatre. 
Tickets for the Symphony's pertormances may be 
procured either frorfl the Symphony's offices or 
from the Orpheum · s box office. 
OPERA 
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, 1,3,5 
Lohengrin, Theatre for the Pertorming Arts. at 7 
p.m. Wagner's pageant is about dirty-work-afoot 
in old Antwerp-there's a pnncess named Elsa 
and a sorceress named Ortrud and a heldentenor 
m a swanboat wh1ch is usually designed to look 
like those stationery chanots on the flymg horses. 
and there's also a bad man named Telramund 
and King Henry of Brabant where those delicious 
potatoes come from, and plenty of swans. too. 
With Johanna Meier and Pauline Tinsley as the 
ladies gOod and bad, Siegfried Jerusalem (a 
name that really covers all the bases') as Lohen-
grin. Victor Braun as Telramund, Alfred Anderson 
as the Herald, and Michael Burt as King Henry. 
Mira Belamaric conducts. 
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, 22,24,26 
The Peart Ashers, or Les Pecheurs des Perles if 
you wannabe snotty about it, Theatre for the Per-
lrommg Arts, 7:30; this 1863 bit of exotica by 
Bizet (the composer who exclaimed "Music' 
What a splendid art, but what a dreary profes-
sion! " ) was a flop when first presented, even 
though it has a lot of hootchy-koo dancmg and the 
tenor gets tied to a stake at one point; set m In-
dia-these sett1ngs and accompanymg bits of un-
convincmg stage busmess and ballets were 
weaknesses of 19th Century French opera. it also 
contains a duet for tenor and bantone that is, to 
put it bluntly, sublime. The opera's only gOod 
notices, incidentally, came from Hector Berlioz. in 
his last bit of criticism ever published. 
Tickets lor the Opera· s productions can be had 
from the Opera Association's offices. 529-2278, 
or frequently at the box office immediately prior to 
the pertormance. 
THEATRE 
Bonaparte's Dinner Theatre, in the Quality Inn. 
3900 Tulane Ave .. 244-1444. Call for pertor-
mance times. From Fn.11 . Out Of The Frymg 
Pan. 
Mlnacapelll's, 7901 S Claiborne, 888-7000. Call 
for information. 
Le Petit Theatre, 616 St. Peter, 522·2081 . Fri.25 
through Nov.3: a Chekhov comedy-either Wild 
Honey, on wh1ch the Beach Boys based a famous 
album, or The Cherry Orchard which those with 
longer than long memories will remember was 
badly reset and readapted by Joshua Logan in 
the Old South and renamed , get this , The 
Wisteria Trees. Call for pertormance times and 
ticket prices. 
Players, 1221 Airline Highway. 835-9057 
Through Sun.6. From Broadway Wlfh Love. 
Rose Dinner Theatre, 201 Robert St. . Gretna, 
367-5400. Through Oct. 31 · Dracula. and 1f you 
need be told what that's about. . the aud1ence is 
invited to come in costume on Halloween and the 
prize for Best Costume will be two season tickets 
lor 1986. 
Townhal Theatre Pub, 642 N. Rampart, 
581-9705. Fri.11 through Sun.13, Fri.18 
through Sun.20: two original one-acts, Charles 
Face-John by Charles Kerbs and Poslflvely Mr. 
Sheen by Ken Mentel. Wed.30 through Nov.6, 
and Nov.13 and 20: The Wizard of Orleans by 
Bobby Moore and Kenneth Raphael. 
ART 
. 
" A Gallery lor Fine Photography. 5432 M 
891 -1002 New photographs by Tma Fr 
Sandra Russell Clark. Owen Murphy and 
Aaron-Hastings, 3814, Mag4lme. 891· 
Through Wed 16: wOod consli'uchons by 
Kobbeman and Barbara Sm1th.~ 
Academy Gallery, 5256 Magazine. 899·8' 
Through Wed 16: work by Krista Juri s~th 
Sally Cornelsen. 
Arthur Roger Gallery, 3005 Magazme, 895· 
Through Thurs.17. " totally weird large 
pieces" by James Drake. 
Arts Council, 522-ARTS; a telephone n 
which dispenses mformallon about local 
events of some currency 
Bienville Gallery, 1800 Hastings P 
525-5889. Call for October shows 
Davis Gallery, 3964 Magaz1ne. 897-0780. 
Des1gns. 
Delgado Community College Gallery, 615 
Park Ave .. Bldg.1, 2rd floor. 483-4114 . T 
Thurs. 31 : a show by members of the F111e 
Faculty 
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Duplantler Gallery, 818 Baronne, 524-1071 F 
Sat.28, Saturday Evenmg Sculptures. fealu 
works by Isabella Edmunson. 
Galerie Slmonne Stern, 518 Julia, 529·111 
Through Wed 16 neon sculptural furniture. 
the style of what are laughingly referred to-
me at least- as 'Atom1c Antlques'-by 
Grote and Kitten Chnstovich . 
utter Memorial Library, 5120 St. Cha 
Avenue. Through Nov.4. memorabilia of 
film star Marguente Clark and her husband, 
ing ace Harry Will iams. who mhablled the 
long before movies learned to talk and p 
outstnpped sound 
Louisiana State Museum, on Jackson Square 
elsewhere From Sun. 7 through the begmnmg 
November. Naturally Lou1siana. a show 
botamcal watercolors by Margaret Stones. 
art by Sadie Irvine, and a selection of pa1 
v1ews from the Museum's collection; at the Milt 
Mardi Gras m New Orleans and New 0 
Jazz, two large and self-explanatory exhiblls 
Mario Villa Gallery, 3908 Magazme. 895·873' 
Night, paintings by Dan P1erson and Ammals. 
group show of gallery artists. 
New Orleans Museum of Art, City Pll. 
488-2631 In the photography gallery 
photographs of pamters from the Museum's 
lection. Through Sun.20: prints by Max Papa: 
From Sat.26: work by the late Sandra GarrMt 
On extended loan: the 1938 Euchanshc 
terence Monstrance. a stupefymg piece of wo\ 
indeed. Group tours for the deal the fourth~ 
day of every month 
Pouelt-Baker Gallery, 822 St Peter. Work II 
Malaika Favorite. 
Tilden-Foley, 4119 Magazme, 897·530C 
Through Wed.23 paintings by Randall Sc~ 
from Sat.26: InvasiOn of the Elvis ZOtTIOI! 
(sounds like a Demse Vallon theme-party) by Ga} 
Panter. 
Tulane, Newcomb Art School Galleries. Throot 
Sun.6: pamllngs and drawings by William ¥C 
Ellsworth WOodward from Tulane's exlenSM 
holdings; from Sun.13: Chtldren of the FOftr. 
photographs of the Maya by Gertrude Blom. 
Information in Wavelength is 
published FREE. 
The Deadline for Ustings is the 
18th day of the current month 
for the following month. 
Send information to P.O. Box 15667, 
New Orleans, LA 70115. 
Last minute phone calls-if you mtnt 
-895-2342. 
IEYBOARD PLAYER needed to complete band. 
Two male, two female members. Pop, Sixties, 
onginals. Call 469-2398 or 366-1796 after 5 
P pm. 
MOTIVATED!? 
d Then we need you as our advertising sales man-
~ger . Wavelength is looking for a sharp, agres-
';;ve person to manage ad dept. & sell advertis-
11 ng. ONLY SERIOUS, HARD WORKERS need 
apply. Call only between 11:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
tH. 895-2342. 
JAM BY PHONE 
TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGH 
New invention patent no. 4,491 ,694. Band prac-
bce by inexpensive teleconference method . 
Schematic $12.50. Kit $65.00. Assembled 
~.00. Money orders only please. Allow 4-6 
weeks for delivery. Telestudio, P.O. Box 73920, 
Metairie, LA 70033-3920. 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION SERVICE- cassette 
copies made from Vrtrack, v.-track, cassette or 
digital master in realtime. 522-9009,835-7843. 
GUITARIST seeks musicians for mostly original 
band . Chris- 524-5270. 
GUITARIST looking for drummer, bassist, and 
lOCalist. Looking for people whose profession is 
nlhe business community (9-5), but who still 
Qv8 to play music for their own enjoyment. 
Groups: Maiden, Sabbath, Ozzy, Scorpions, 
Zeppelin, Van Halen, Priest. Sister, and Crue. If 
llterested or know someone, call David: Day: 
363-6300, Evenings: 394-n42. 
HOT STRINGS 
Hire New Orleans' favome string group for your 
wedding or party. call 837-3633. 
.lACK MIREAULT, Astrologer. Unique - Rea-
sonable. 522-9166. 
PROFESSIONAL Stump Removal. Reasonable 
rates 362-6171 . 
PROFESSIONAL Staging Rentals. Killzone Pro-
ductions, ltd., 1233 Dryades, N.O., LA 70113. 
529-3194. 
PHONE Answering Service, Reasonable Rates. 
ss1-nn 
Shepard H. Samuels 
Attorney At Law 
Available for Consultation 




I BUY COLLECTIONS -any amount, any cate-
gory. Disc JOCkeys, sell me the records you're 
not playing. Pay cash-fairprices. Record Ron 
makes house calls. 1129 Decatur Street, 524-
9444. 
BLOCK, the Dutch blues mag. Dutch language 
but lots of photos as well as worldwide listings of 
new blues albums in every issue. Send $1 or 3 
IRCs for sample copy. Year sub (4 issues) is $8 
(airmail delivery): Rien Wisse, P.O. Box 244, 
7600 AE Almelo, The Netherlands. 
BLUES AND RHYTHM -The Gospel Truth, 
published ten times per annum, covering blues, 
R&B, gospel, vintage soul, cajun and zydeco. 
Subscr. rate $13 per year surface, $22 airmail, 
worldwide. 18 Maxwelton Close, Mill Hill, lon-
don NW7 3NA England. 
SOLO BLUES, Spanish quarterly devoted to 
afro-american music news and traditions. Writ-
ten in Spanish. Info c/Jose Arcones Gil, 54, 
28017 Madrid, Spain. 
20ft. x 25 ft. office/studio space. $175/month. 
2000 block Magazine St. 524-8626. 
DRUM SET FOR SALE 
Rogers blue, good con., 11 pieces. $875. 454-
2604. 
DRUMMER LOOKING FOf' BAND 
I'm serious, dedicated, have been playing 10+ 
years, have private practice place, very creative, 
upbeat/progressive style but not limited to any 
one particular type of music. Mike: 282-o634. 
IS LOVE HEll? Frankly, yes! Find out details in 
"Love .is Hell," the book by Matt Groening, 
featuring classic cartoons from the weirdly fun-
ny "Ute in Hell" comic strip. Also, the 1986 Fun 
Calendar with all of your hellish favomes! Only 
$6.95 each. And "Life in Hell" t-shirts (S, M, l , 
XL) $10 plus $2 p&h for each item. Wme life in 
Hell, P.O. Box 36E64, LA, CA 90036. 
GIBSON SG standard wtcase for sale. Excellent 
condition. Not played very much. $500 or best 
offer. 737-3029. 
MARTIN D-35 wlhard case. Mint. $1200. Diana 
895-2342. 
HAIRCUTS $5.00 
Mention this ad and receive a haircut for $5, 
581-m3. Scott Randolph Designs, ltd. 
DRUMMER and VOCALIST needed for Hard 
Rock/Metal band. Zeppelin, Rush, Purple, 
Malmsteen, Beethoven. Interested? Please call 
Scott or tan at 865-4843. 
EXP. F VOCALIST available for band and/or rec-
ording. 3 yrs. exp. in Mid W-Mpls circuit. Rock, 
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0 .No 33 Lee Alien, Earl Stanley, Gulf Shores, Blasters 
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0 No 37 Vance OeGeneres, Juka Joonts, Or Daddy.(), Charles 
Blank. Hungry Williams 
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kowsko 
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British Ace Records boss .. Ted Carrol, in town recently, plans a three-LP anthology entitled Spe-
cialty In New Orleans containing 
material recorded here in the Fifties. 
Also look for Fats Domino: '49 to '53 
and a Johnny Allen anthology con-· 
taining the song, "South to 
Louisiana' ' ... Saxman David Las-
tie has recently taped a commercial 
for Channel 8 ... Wayne Toupes 
was one of the highlights of the Fes-
tivals Acadiens ... Wynton Marsa-
lis was named one of the fifty most 
eligible bachelors by Made~oiselle · 
Magazine ... REM will be coming to 
the Saenger November 19, a PACE 
concert . . . Black Top's Hammond 
Scott was off to Austin recently to 
supervise a session with pianist Ron 
Levy. Dropping in to supply the back-
ing were various members of Room-
ful of Blues and The Fabulous 
Thunderbirds . . . Speaking of the T-
Birds, they returned to Jimmy's this 
past month and supplied a typically 
great performance. 
Music City, Cox Cable's award-
winning program, begins the "Story-
ville Sessions" this month. Every 
Wednesday through December 18 
they will be taping new programs at 
Storyville Jazz Hall from 10 p.m. to 
midnight. The taping sessions are free 
to the public and everyone is invited to 
attend. This month's program in-
cludes: I 0/2, New Orleans Sax-
ophone Quartet; 10/9, Lee Dorsey; 
10116 The Shepherd Band; 10/23, 
Blues Night. 
Cyril Neville and Gaynelle 
Rousey have recently tied the wedd-
ing knot. Sorry ladies ... Benny's 
Bar, on the comer of Camp and Val-
ence streets, has been featuring a 
number of local blues groups includ-
ing Wayne Bennett and Mighty Sam 
McLean ... Java will return to New 
Orleans this month after spending the 
summer in Wisconsin and New 
York ... Uncle Stan & Auntie Vera 
wish to announce a personnel change 
- Steve Hill is on guitar, Charlie 
Wehr quit the band to pursue his own 
musical interests ... A phoenix arises 
out of the ashes of the Generics and 
Chain Gang, it called The Verge. 
They're looking for a keyboard player 
too; interested parties call 469-2398. 
The Neville Brothers, just com-
pleting eight dates with Huey Lewis, 
soon will begin working on a film 
loosely based on the life of Marie 
Laveau entitled Dance on Gilded 
Splendors. Directed by Igor Asintz, 
the film will star James Earl Jones 
and Klaus Kinsky. So which one 
plays Marie? . . . Lonnie Mack, Alli-
gator Records ' recent hitmaker, is 
headed this way soon ... KXCI-FM, 
in Tucson, Arizona, has installed a 
weekly program solely featuring 
Louisiana artists ... New Orleans 
favorite Johnny Reno has a new LP 
out, Full Blown, on Rounder ... A-
nother fav, Spencer Bohren, touring 
in Ohio, Michigan and Illinois-
Meanwhile, a tragic event on the.local 
art scene, rivalling Kathy B's de-
parture: WTBS, the so-called 
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superstation, has removed Green 
Acres from its 5:35 time slot. Local 
drummer-writer Ben Sandmel is 
suicidal over Ted Turner's decision, 
... Carencro's Atchafalaya recently 
headlined the Duck Festival in 
Gueydan ... Fats Domino's back in 
the old gumbo after successful dates 
in L.A. and Vegas. 
Local hit makers in the national 
press: Three-page spread in Rolling 
Stone on Rockin' Sydney entitled 
"Everyone's Messin' With His Toot 
Toot." The same issue contains a 
positive review concerning Jean 
Knight's new LP. A short vignette on 
the musical state of affairs in New 
Orleans recently appeared in The Rec-
ord as well, submitted by WL con-
tributor A.S. The art director for that 
Rolling Stone-owned rag is former 
Gris Gris staffer Joe Dizney. 
Speaking of Rockin' Sydney, it's 
time for the monthly "Toot Toot" 
update. Recently in Nashville to pur-
chase a new bus for travelling to per-
sonal appearances our man stopped by 
the Nashville Network for a guest 
appearance. Meanwhile, his "Toot 
Toot" is currently at number 4 in the 
Canadian country charts, while a Ger-
man version, "Mein Tuut Tuut," is 
currently number 14, in West Ger-
many. 
Shreveport's A-Train, recently 
named a Miller Rock Network band, 
has a new six-song EP, River Of Peo-
ple, available that sounds great. 
Cover contains good shots of Miki 
Honeycutt's gams, too ... The Great 
Southern Record Company has just 
purchased the masters for Allen Fon-
tenot's Jole Blon and Other Cajun 
HonkyTonkSongs, as well as a Justin 
Wilson album from the now defunct 
Delta Record label ... New Orleans 
drummer Ricky Sebastian is now 
with John Scofield' s band. Scofield 
has left Miles Davis. Why? ''I'm tired 
of the music," says John. 
Dino Kruse, rock 'n' roller and 
ex-vintage guitar entrepreneur, was 
recently in L.A. to discuss career 
opportunities. Apparently a demo 
tape recorded in Muscle Shoals came 
HAVE You AN17if111G 
To Y0 PE/.. 8Ef{)~£ I 
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to the attention of a recording execu-
tive who rushed the 6'5" guitarist to 
the Beverly Wilshire Hotel for con-
tractual discussions. An update 
should follow when his press agent 
knows more ... The Chalmette group 
The Runner, featuring V J Mary Ser-
pas, has a new record out on the Cur-
rella label . . . Veteran jazzmen Red 
Tyler and James Rivers should have 
new albums out by the end of this 
month ... Good to see Clifton Che-
nier and his Red Hot Louisiana Band 
in New Orleans recently, and sound-
ing great to boot. His new club, 
cleverly dubbed Clifton Chenier's 
Zydeco Club, should be in business 
by the time you read this. 
Zigaboo Modeliste has pending a 
$20 million suit currently in Civil Dis-
trict Court. The defendants in the peti-
tion include Marshall Seho)'n, Jerry 
Wilson, Allen Toussaint and Cosi-
mo Matassa, who are accused of 
committing copyright infringement 
concerning the release of a live rec-
ording entitled The Meters At Rozy' s. 
The ubiquitous Joe Jones is handing 
the case for the ex-Meter. 
Famed Chicago soul producer, 
Bunny Sigler now resides in the Cres-
cent City ... The Preservation Hall 
Jazz Band is touring the Midwest at 
present ... Johnny Adams and Wal-
ter Washington are back at 
Dorothy's on Orleans Ave-
nue ... WWNO's Brad Palmer and 
WWOZ's Steve Pierce are working 
on a radio series featuring local jazz 
players, which they hope will interest 
National Public Radio. The project, 
entitled Jazz Town, will consist of live 
performances and interviews. The 
duo hopes to produce at least 13 seg-
ments (several shows are already 
completed), with AI Belletto nar-
rating ... Kidd Jordan is working 
with Hamiet Bluitt's Clarinet Fami-
ly, which sports no less than eight 
clarinetists. Jordan, by the way, will 
be off to Europe early next year. 
Lenny Zenith , the man and the 
band, have recorded an album for 
nationwide distribution. The collec-
tion of songs were recorded and 
mixed at Studio Solo with David Tor-
kanowsky producing. See the ne11 
band, with Chris Luckette on drums. 
Ivan Bodley, WTUL radio per· 
sonality and bass player for King 
Nino and the Slave Girls, broke his 
bass-plucking thumb flipping a fello11 
student in his judo class ... Bourbon 
Street, Las Vegas is the name of a ne11 
casino in the gambling town. 
Entertainment features Big Tiny Lit· 
tie, Fay McKay and the convivial 
Bourbon Street Parade ... The 
Yuletide chirper, Johnny Marks (he 
wrote "Rudolph the Red Nosed Rein· 
deer" and "Holly Jolly Christmas"! 
died in New York at the age of 
75 ... David Byrne, admitting to 
down beat magazine that he could n01 
read music, said that he writes his 
compositions on an Emulator. Be· 
sides the Dirty Dozen Brass Bane!. 
Byrne also said that Fellini's sound-
track composer Nino Rota influenced 
the tracks on Music for the Knee Plays 
... A handwritten letter by Paul 
McCartney was snapped up for 
$14,000 at a Beatles memorabilia au-
ction in England ... The New York 
Times commented that Alex ChiJ. 
ton's recent mini-album Feudalisr 
Tarts made today's soul pretenders-
"the British soul boys with their silly 
haircuts, the white soul singers front-
ing American rock bands - sound 
tame." The "mini-album" is ranked 
22 in college airplay for Sep-
tember ... In late November, Tom 
Waits will be in New Orleans to 
appear along with John Lurie 
(Lounge Lizards) in Jim Jarmusch's 
follow-up film to the independent hit 
of 1984 Stranger Than Paradise. The 
film is tentatively titled Down By 
Law. Waits also recorded the Kurt 
Weill song, "What Keeps Mankind 
Alive" from The Threepenny Opera 
for the Weill tribute album to which 
New Orleanians Mark Bingham and 
company have also con-
tributed ... That's New Orleans na-
tive Mike Guadabascio playing oo 
Jonathan Richman's Rockin' and 
Romance album. It is his third year as 
a Modem Lover ... 
Copeland's Cajun & Americaa 
Cafe is now featuring live jazz during 
their Sunday brunch at its Veterans, 
Metairie location. The music will be a 
mixture of traditional, Dixieland and 
contemporary jazz, played by the Jim-
my Maxwell Quartet featuring Rene 
Netto on saxophone from noon-3 
p.m. 
Frankie Ford is headed back 1o 
England where he will co-headline a 
giant rock 'n ' roll show in 
November ... Ex-Sea-Saint enginect 
Skip Godwin now works for Barq-
's ... Luther Kent now doing most 
of the bookings at Storyville. His ne11 
LP should be on the shelves this 
month ... Ernie K-Doe is a regular 
across the lake in Mandeville at 
Ruby's Rendezvous ... King Floyd 
is working around town of late and 
could possibly be recording soon f<r 

















Saturday, October 5 
Nexus - 6200 Elysian Fi~lds 
The David Torkanowsky Quartet 
Co-SpoltSQred by Nexll$ 
BIG BANDS 
7-10p.m. 
Sunday, October 6 
jackson Squar~ 
Noon-6:15p.m. 
James Moore's Urbanites 
Tony Klatka's Warsaw 
The Loyola University Jazz Band 
Co SpoltSQnd by tltt A111tnca11 FedtraiJOII a/ Mll$1CUIIIS 
MtttiUII PtrfomuJIICt Trttsl Fttttd a11d NORD 
FUSION 
Friday, October 11 11:30 a.m.-7:15p.m. 
Lafayette Square, 500 St. Charlu Ave. 
Woodenhead 
The New Orleans Stick Band 
Kidd Jordan 's Electric Band 
PIANO 
Saturday, October 12 9 p.m. - 2 a.m. 
Snug Harbor, 626 Frenchmen 
The Larry Sieberth Quintet 
The Michael Pellera Quartet 
SINGERS 
Saturday, October 19 9:30p.m. - 2 a.m. 




Featuring The Ellis Marsalis Quartet 
LATIN 
7 p.m. -1:30 a.m. Sunday, October 20 
Storyvill~, 1104 Decatur 
Paky Saavedra's Bandido From Honduras 
Edu's Sounds Of Brazil From Brazil 
Ensamble Acustico From Guatemala 
Co-SfmUOred by Story vi/~ jazz Hall 
INTERNATIONAL JAZZ ARTISTS 
Thursday, October 24 
CAC, 900 Camp 
John Scofield Mark Cohen 
Ricky Sebastian Y ossi Fine 
REEDS 
Tuuday, October 29 
Tylers, 5234 M116tJZin~ 
The Alvin Batiste Quartet 
James Rivers & Red Tyler 
9 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
with The Red Rivers Band 8 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
Co-S/J01tSQml by Tykn 
Jazz Awareness Month is jointly supported by grants from The City of New Orleans through The Arts Council of 
New Orleans, The Louisiana State Arts Council through the Division of the Arts, Office of Program Development. 
Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism, The National Endowment for the Arts, The New Orleans Jazz 
and Heritage Foundation, WWOZ and 
·-IU....,... ......... CO. 
